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Glossary

In this report, we use the following operational definitions of the key terms listed
below.

Bed: The physical, online, virtual, or hybrid place where the EdTech Test is
conducted.

Caregivers: The main adults who are responsible for children when they are out of
school, who are not the children’s parents, for example grandparents and foster
carers.

Communities: The formal and informal communities that support learners,
teachers, parents, and caregivers.

EdTech: the broad range of digital products and services that are developed with
the intention of bringing about positive impacts in the education sector and/or
enhancing learning.

Methods: “the techniques or procedures used to gather and analyse data related
to some research question or hypothesis” (⇡Crotty, 2020).

Methodologies: “the strategy, plan of action, process or design lying behind the
choice and use of particular methods and linking the choice and use of methods
to the desired outcomes” (⇡Crotty, 2020).

Test: The research methodologies developed to evaluate the impacts of EdTech in
the real-world setting.

Testbed: The authentic learning environment where the EdTech Test takes place.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The global growth in the EdTech sector over the past 30 years has resulted in a
large array of products and services, from learning management systems to
artificial intelligence chatbots (⇡Holon IQ, 2022). The Covid-19 pandemic further
reinforced the growth due to a rapid increase in investments in EdTech
companies (⇡Holon IQ, 2022). Educational research, however, has shown that the
use of various types of EdTech have had mixed results (⇡Escueta and colleagues,
2017; ⇡Rodriguez-Segura, 2020). Moreover, ⇡Vegas and colleagues (2019) analysed
1640 digital technologies – which is only a snapshot of all education technology
innovations – and found that only 11 percent of the EdTech were evaluated
externally, while 18 percent were evaluated internally; this highlights that research
only captures a small part of what is emerging in the EdTech sector. Therefore, it
remains crucial to continue this research and understand which EdTech designs
and implementation contexts support more effective use. To realise this,
opportunities are required to evidence the educational impact(s) of EdTech and
to generate real-world data to improve its design. While the availability of EdTech
has expanded rapidly, the ability to evidence its effectiveness has not kept pace.

During the 2010s, the notion of EdTech Testbeds1 has gained popularity as a way to
assess the effectiveness of EdTech (e.g., through co-creation, pilot studies,
randomised controlled studies). We appreciate that there are many different
roles, purposes, and resources that form the broader concept of EdTech Testbeds.
The European EdTech Alliance has written a very helpful blog on this topic, which
includes the following diagram (Figure 1.1. The EdTech Testbed Ecosystem in
Europe)2.

2 ⇡Exploring the EdTech Testbed Ecosystem:
https://www.edtecheurope.org/news/exploring-the-edtech-testbed-ecosystem

1In this report, we use the term 'EdTech Testbed'. However, we are aware that this term is a
subject of debate in the EdTech community. Others describe EdTech Testbeds as R&D,
pilot environments, co-creation communities, sandboxes, etc.
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Figure 1.1. The EdTech Testbed Ecosystem in Europe

In this report, we focus only on the central component that the European EdTech
Alliance refer to as “real-world environments” (or “physical test environments”),
while acknowledging the interrelatedness with other components and the
important and critical roles of the other components.

Arguably, EdTech researchers have lacked the resources to consistently test and
measure the impact of EdTech, particularly when deployed within an authentic
learning environment. Therefore, while new waves of innovations that might have
far-reaching implications for increasing global access and educational
attainment – such new innovations remain understudied.

The purpose of this report – and, perhaps, the purpose of a thriving future global
EdTech Testbed network – is to enable a more sustainable and scaled approach.

The purpose of this report – and, perhaps,
the purpose of a thriving future global
EdTech Testbed network – is to enable a
more sustainable and scaled approach.
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1.1. Terms and definitions

For the purposes of this report, we consider EdTech to be the broad range of
technology-supported products, services, systems, projects, programmes,
processes, or structures that are developed and deployed to bring about positive
outcomes in education systems.

EdTech: the broad range of
technology-supported products, services,
systems, projects, programmes, processes,
or structures that are developed and
deployed to bring about positive outcomes
in education systems.

In this report, we focus on EdTech designed for K-12 learners around the globe,
which may also include their teachers, caregivers, and communities. This target
group was chosen as governments increasingly require K-12 schools to have
access to evidence-based materials. We consider “K-12 learners” to be learners of
any age acquiring K-12 skills; such learners may be learning a range of subjects,
including the usual school subjects, but also subjects falling into the domain of
college education, as well as technical and vocational education and training. We
do not consider university-based higher education, e.g., leading to Bachelor
degrees.

This report aims to capture current thinking and practices about the systematic
ways in which we

test “if”, “to what extent”, “how”, “why”, “why not”, “in what conditions”, and
“for whom” EdTech interventions work

for their intended users within certain settings and places – the beds

We go beyond thinking only about the evidence generation process, and the
different types of evidence produced (⇡Kucirkova, 2022; ⇡Puttick & Ludlow, 2013).
Instead, our report focuses on the systems and structures that enable more
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sustainable and resource-effective EdTech Testbeds by offering a framework to
support stakeholders in their work.

It is becoming more widely appreciated that EdTech Testbeds – “environment[s]
to test and experiment with EdTech in a real-world setting[s]” (⇡Batty and
colleagues, 2019) – offer an approach

1. to ensure the best fit between EdTech and its anticipated users

2. to produce suggestions for improved EdTech design

3. to evaluate products at later stages of development.

At the same time, there is a long history of researcher-led projects in which
EdTech is tested in such real-world settings (⇡Higgins and colleagues, 2012). The
goals for such studies include

■ exploratory studies to test early-stage EdTech interventions, through to

■ efficacy and effectiveness studies of more stable EdTech, and finally,

■ research to support EdTech implementation in schools, often with a focus
on teachers’ professional learning needs.

However, while these studies play an important role in the development of
knowledge and practice, they typically do not establish long-term partnerships
with schools, industry, researchers, and government. EdTech Testbeds are
different from scientific studies, as they aim to establish long-term change
through involving all of these actors in the ecosystem. Currently, there is
insufficient research funding and human resources to meet the global research
needs of the EdTech sector.

Over the last 5 years, several governments and non-government organisations
have begun to systemise the process through which multiple types of EdTech can
be tested in real-world K–12 school settings. These “meta”, or more system-wide,
EdTech Testbeds appear to share several common features:

■ a sustainable business model,

■ a core team,

■ national or regional government support (policy and/or funding),
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■ situated within (or close to) established EdTech incubators/accelerators,

■ situated within (or close to) established research organisations,

■ situated within (or close to) EdTech investors/funders,

■ situated within (or close to) real-world settings (K–12 institutions, teacher
education institutions, community settings).

It is clear that, as more system-wide EdTech Testbeds emerge around the globe,
there is a need to build human capacity on how (best) to design, implement, and
evaluate the different approaches. At the same time, there is an additional global
challenge to train and provide ongoing professional learning opportunities for
teachers3 (⇡Sailer and colleagues, 2021). As EdTech becomes available to more
teachers, governments are increasingly requiring teachers to stay up-to-date
with EdTech, and to provide feedback on their experiences to help improve
EdTech.

As EdTech becomes available tomore
teachers, governments are increasingly
requiring teachers to stay up-to-datewith
EdTech, and to provide feedback on their
experiences to help improve EdTech.

Hence, EdTech Testbeds offer an obvious opportunity to match EdTech type and
schools to serve a dual enabling purpose. Firstly, for the EdTech sector to iterate,
evaluate, and improve their products based on real-world data. Secondly, as
recognised opportunities to enable and support teachers’ lifelong professional
learning. If teachers are involved in testing EdTech, it may give them agency in the
development process and increase their confidence in implementing
future-oriented technologies as the world continues to evolve. Furthermore,
learners could get the opportunity to test EdTech, share their experience, and as
such, play a role in co-designing future EdTech.

3 Equally, parents and caregivers also require planned opportunities to learn how to
maximise the opportunities that EdTech offers for children’s learning (see ⇡Clark-Wilson
and colleagues, 2022).
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1.2. A simple description of an EdTech Testbed

For the purposes of this report, our description of an EdTech Testbed is simple (see
Figure 1.2.). We illustrate the main components of any EdTech Testbed as three
intersecting circles.

1. EdTech: The broad range of technology-supported products, services,
systems, projects, programmes, processes, or structures that are
developed and deployed to bring about positive outcomes in education
systems.

2. The Test: The research methodologies developed to evaluate the impacts
of EdTech in a real-world setting.

3. The Bed: The physical, online, virtual, or hybrid learning environment where
EdTech is being implemented and studied.

Figure 1.2. A simple conceptualisation of an EdTech Testbed

For any EdTech Testbed, there are three key communities:

1. the end-users (learners, teachers, caregivers, communities etc.) who do
the testing in the real-world setting;

14
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2. the EdTech developers who provide the product to be tested;

3. the researchers, who advise and support the generation of appropriate
evidence (⇡Cukurova and colleagues, 2019).

However, EdTech Testbeds are widely supported by other key stakeholders within
the EdTech ecosystem. These include the funders, investors, policymakers, EdTech
incubators and accelerators, institutions, teacher unions, and professional
communities who all provide human, financial, and tangible resources to enable
the Testbed to operate.

Recently, several reports about EdTech Testbeds have been released. Batty and
colleagues (2019) produced one of the first reports on EdTech Testbeds describing
different models for how to deliver an EdTech Testbed in the UK. ⇡Boot and
colleagues (2022) described EdTech Testbed initiatives in Europe based on the
proposed models of ⇡Batty and colleagues (2019). Furthermore, several EdTech
Testbeds produced their own reports in which they describe their procedures and
outcomes of pilots (e.g., ⇡Global Victoria EdTech Innovation Alliance, 2022; ⇡Lee &
Basma, 2021).

Globally, there have been few opportunities
to develop awider conversation on best
practice in the design, implementation, and
evaluation of EdTech Testbeds that have
been designed to operate at scale.

Globally, there have been few opportunities to develop a wider conversation on
best practice in the design, implementation, and evaluation of EdTech Testbeds
that have been designed to operate at scale. Recent panel discussions and
plenaries on the topic at global events, such as Bett 2022, ASU-GSV, and EdTechX,
have been well attended, which demonstrates stakeholders’ desires to develop
this shared conversation.

1.3. A guide to this report

This report is composed of three main parts.
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In the first part (Chapter 3. Pre-conditions for effective EdTech Testbeds, Chapter
4. Key components of EdTech Testbeds: the EdTech, the Test and the Bed!, Chapter
5. Impact goals), we unpack current EdTech Testbeds and identify their key
components and include commonly used methodologies and methods.

In the second part (Chapter 6. Lessons learned frommore system-wide EdTech
Testbeds), by focusing on four particular system-wide EdTech Testbeds (Swiss
National EdTech Testbed Program, WISE Qatar Testbed, Swedish Edtest and
Leanlab Education) we summarise the lessons learned.

In the third part (Chapter 7. Key challenges for EdTech Testbed design), we
conclude with key challenges for effective EdTech Testbed design as we work
towards a wider global offer of more system-wide EdTech Testbeds.

The report ends with a number of conclusions (Chapter 8. Conclusion: Towards
more effective EdTech Testbeds), References, and an extensive Appendix.

16



Part 1

Chapter 2. Introduction to Part 1:
Unpacking EdTech Testbeds

Our initial desk research and associated follow-up interviews4 reveal a wide range
of similarities and differences in the way that the more system-wide EdTech
Testbeds are being resourced, hosted, staffed, and sustained over time. The
methods and approaches used to design and implement the EdTech Tests also
vary greatly. With a focus on K–12 learners and settings, we begin by offering a
tentative framework, described below.

Figure 2.1. below offers an initial conceptual framework for EdTech Testbeds; the
figure has three parts:

1.  Pre-conditions  that should be met to increase the likelihood of the
Testbed evolving to become an effective EdTech Testbed. Pre-conditions
are covered in Chapter 3. Pre-conditions for effective EdTech Testbeds.

2. Key components of an effective EdTech Testbed categorised by the
EdTech, Test, and Bed, which are all underpinned by the decisions and
actions of the human actors involved. Key components are covered in
Chapter 4. Key components of EdTech Testbeds: the EdTech, the Test and
the Bed!

3. A possible overarching mission or set of  impact goals  for the EdTech
Testbed, i.e., the explicit goals for the EdTech Testbed. Impact goals are
covered in Chapter 5. Impact goals.

4 See Appendix A for details of our methods.

17
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Figure 2.1. An initial, conceptual framework for EdTech Testbeds

18



Part 1

Chapter 3. Pre-conditions for
effective EdTech Testbeds

At a country level, several existing resources can help to determine the ‘readiness’
of an education system to maximise the potential impact of EdTech innovations.
For example, the World Bank EdTech Readiness Index offers a tool to support
country-level strategic planning by focusing on six pillars:

1. School Management

2. Teachers

3. Students

4. Devices

5. Connectivity

6. Digital Resources (⇡World Bank Group, 2021).

We go beyond this to highlight some preconditions for effective, system-wide
EdTech Testbeds, that is, Testbed models that can be scaled and sustained over
time.

3.1. Sustainable funding in place

In all cases, there are costs involved in EdTech testing that require funding. For
system-wide EdTech Testbeds, sustainable core funding is needed for dedicated
staff and associated support infrastructures. Our initial research suggests the
following main funding sources (separately, or in combination):

■ Government funding (from education, business, innovation and enterprise,
and technology budgets, separately, or in combination) to

○ School districts and schools

19
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○ National projects

○ Individual schools and school groups

○ EdTech incubators/accelerators

○ Universities

■ Philanthropic funding from individuals and foundations

■ Venture Capital

■ EdTech enterprises (from their own R&D budgets, or as a condition for grant
or Venture Capital funding)

■ Research funders

3.2. Supportive education and economic policies

In many countries and regions, education policies (and resulting budgets) focus
on schools, school leadership, and teacher development; curriculum and
assessment; and high stakes testing. Alongside, economic policies can lead to
grant funding and fiscal support for entrepreneurial and technology initiatives
that might favour the EdTech sector. However, it is less common for these policies
to align in ways that enable the associated budgets to address a common
educational mission.

As an exception, in Finland, the six regional governments aligned their educational
and economic policies, to fund 6Aika, a nationwide EdTech Testbed project that
involved 300 companies and approximately 200 pilots.5

3.3. Supportive school environment

Globally, the capacity for individual schools (or groups of schools) to participate
in EdTech Testing is greatly influenced by their political, social, and cultural
contexts. In some cases, the schools may have to satisfy some externally imposed
criteria relating to student attainment or leadership capacity.

5 ⇡Results: Smart Learning Environments of the Future:
https://6aika.fi/en/project/results-smart-learning-environments-of-the-future/
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In other cases, it may be that the teachers and/or learners require a certain level
of technology access and proficiency before being eligible to test EdTech. Some
countries, regions, and districts give total autonomy to teachers to pilot EdTech as
they choose, whereas others only encourage EdTech innovation within more
tightly controlled settings.

Consequently, before the development of more system-wide EdTech Testbeds, it
is necessary to find out about, and seek to understand, the local school
environment. Globally, a number of self-audit or assessment tools have been
developed to ascertain the digital capacities of teachers, schools, and students.
For example, in Europe, the SELFIE tool, which launched in 2018. As of 23 January
2023, SELFIE has been used overall by 4.7 million users from over 37,000 schools, in
91 countries. This includes 3.87 million students, 672,940 teachers and 119,039
school leaders6.

In many cases, work will be needed to prepare schools and teachers to be
committed and active participants within EdTech Testbeds, which is likely to
require dedicated human and financial resources.

3.4. Key stakeholders are involved and motivated

The three key stakeholder groups are the EdTech developers, the researchers, and
the teachers, learners, parents, caregivers and communities, within the
educational settings.

Each stakeholder group has a role to play, and responsibilities aligned with that
role, which captures their involvement within any particular EdTech Testbed
instance. Alongside, there will be different motivations for their involvement, some
of which are captured in Appendix B. A report by the Global Victoria EdTech
Innovation Alliance provides a more comprehensive list of the perceived benefits
of one particular EdTech Testbed for different stakeholders (⇡Global Victoria
EdTech Innovation Alliance, 2022, p. 11-13).

Beyond these three stakeholder groups, there are several other stakeholders who
play key roles to ensure the sustainability and scaling of system-wide EdTech
Testbeds. These include:

6 ⇡Is your school making the most of digital technologies for learning? –
https://schools-go-digital.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
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■ EdTech Testbed leaders, who direct and manage all stakeholders in
multiple and diverse EdTech Testbed projects.

■ Wider researchers within academic institutions and organisations, who
innovate research methods to respond to evolving EdTech Testbed needs,
and provide developmental research knowledge and support for the whole
community.

■ EdTech programme implementers, who provide guidance and support that
aim to ensure the best possible outcomes for the testing.

■ Policymakers, who have a direct interest or role in the funding and
evaluation of system-wide EdTech Testbeds.

■ Investors and funders, who provide essential funding to support both the
sustainability of system-wide EdTech Testbeds and for individual testing of
EdTech within their portfolios.

■ Evaluators, who support the formative and summative evaluation of the
EdTech Testbed processes/outputs to enable the evolution of a strong
learning culture across all stakeholders.

3.5. Access to the relevant educational and
technological expertise

While it is obvious that the technology is provided to all those involved in any
particular EdTech Testbed instance, the nature of the relevant educational and
technological expertise is often less clear.

While it is obvious that the technology is
provided to all those involved in any
particular EdTech Testbed instance, the
nature of the relevant educational and
technological expertise is often less clear.
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Research evidence over the past 50 years indicates that it takes a significant
amount of time for teachers to develop confident and competent uses of
technologies (and associated educational content and pedagogies) that are new
to them (⇡Koehler and colleagues, 2013; ⇡Vanderlinde & van Braak, 2010).
Educational and technological expertise develops, in and through, classroom
practice and this development can be accelerated when teachers are supported
within learning communities (⇡Cristol and colleagues, 2019). Teachers bring much
educational expertise, which can be amplified when they have opportunities to
share this know-how with educational advisors, EdTech developers, researchers,
and teacher educators. For teachers to be maximally supported in EdTech testing,
they must be able to have opportunities to have a dialogue with others. For
example, the EdTech developer who has the responsibility for providing the
technological expertise to the Testbed; in this case the developers will need to be
sensitive to the educational content and pedagogy that underpins the innovation.
The nature of the EdTech “onboarding” may need to be carefully designed, in
collaboration with educational researchers, and training and support offered
throughout the testing period to enable teachers’ practices to evolve with time.

3.6. Access to EdTech evidence sources

Much has been written on the need to ensure that all EdTech is designed,
implemented and evaluated in ways that draw from and contribute to
educational research (⇡Knight and colleagues, 2020). In addition, a wealth of
existing resources support EdTech developers and researchers to develop the
growing global evidence base. In the USA, Digital Promise7 has developed the
Research Map,8 which provides an easy-to-use gateway to research on topics
that are relevant to EdTech design, implementation, and evaluation. Additionally,
the EdTech Hub Evidence Library9 has an extensive collection of research that has
particular relevance for low- and middle-income countries (LMICs).

9 https://docs.edtechhub.org/lib/

8 ⇡Digital Promise – Research Map: https://researchmap.digitalpromise.org/

7 ⇡Digital Promise: https://digitalpromise.org/
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Part 1

Chapter 4. Key components of
EdTech Testbeds: the EdTech, the
Test and the Bed

In the following chapters, we explain key components of EdTech Testbeds.
Furthermore, Spotlight 4.5. illustrates each of the key components of one
particular EdTech Testbed, namely the Swiss National EdTech Testbed Program.

4.1. The EdTech component

The first key component of an EdTech Testbed is the Educational Technology
(EdTech) itself, which should be distinguishable by its:

■ educational purpose or goal

■ technology type

■ target group (or end-users)

■ educational content

■ pedagogy

■ stage of innovation or development

■ quality requirements

Below, we briefly explain these components and highlight why it is important for
them to be carefully considered when designing and implementing the Testbed in
which EdTech is to be evaluated.
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Educational purpose or goal

Fundamental to any EdTech design is a clear understanding of the educational
context and how the EdTech can address current educational issues or build skills
(e.g., further digital citizenship). For example, EdTech has the potential to realise
increased access to education, or improving the quality of learners’ or teachers’
experiences. Before designing the Testbed approach, a shared understanding of
the educational purpose of the EdTech is essential.

Fundamental to any EdTech design is a
clear understanding and validation of the
educational problem that the EdTech is
designed to address.

The type of technology

There is a considerable variety in the available EdTech products and services,
which range from small digital interventions to teach defined content - through to
large-scale EdTech services, programmes, and systems. Some wide-ranging
examples include:

■ Educational radio programmes to support out-of-school learners to
access learning opportunities (e.g., Rising Academies);

■ A digital game to learn to read (e.g., Graphogame);

■ An AI WhatsApp chatbot to support teachers with resources and keep them
motivated;

■ An authoring tool that empowers teachers to build 3D experiences to use in
their teaching practice;

■ A Geo-information system used to map schools to assist in teacher
allocation;

■ A national education management system to improve resource allocation
and real-time data processing for decision-making (e.g., NEMIS Kenya);
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■ A platform to provide assistance or advice to teachers prior to or after they
have purchased a product.

Given this diversity, some more systemic EdTech Testbeds specialise in particular
types of technology (e.g., Exten.D.T.210, which focuses on emerging technologies
such as artificial intelligence, augmented reality, and educational robotics). This
enables the Testbed leaders to build expertise in devising appropriate Testbed
approaches, before perhaps broadening the scope. Designing a test that can be
applied on a large variety of products, services, programmes, and systems is
challenging. Therefore, it is helpful to consider what technology to include in an
EdTech Testbed, particularly if the EdTech is at an early stage of development —
aiming to scale to serve multiple EdTech types over time is advisable.

Designing a test that can be applied on a
large variety of products, services,
programmes, and systems is challenging.

Target group

The target group of EdTech refers to the end-user(s) the EdTech is designed to
impact educationally. A key tension to navigate in Testbeds is that purchasers are
often not the end-users (e.g., school head teachers who decide about purchasing
a tool for use in language classes). The target group for the EdTech greatly
influences the research methods for the Testbed. This includes what data is
collected and how and for what purpose, alongside ethical considerations
(⇡Lupton & Williamson, 2017).

In this paper, we focus on K-12 education: learners, teachers, parents, and
communities. The choice of the target group influences the methods. For
example, informing young children about a study and understanding what
consent means for this target group is more challenging than informing their

10 ⇡Project: Extending design thinking with emerging digital technologies
(Exten.D.T.2):
https://lnu.se/en/research/research-projects/project-extending-design-thinking-with-e
merging-digital-technologies/
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teachers about a study and gaining consent from them (or their parents or
caregivers). It is also important to consider the particular demographic and
socio-economic and cultural characteristics of the target group to ensure that
findings are reliable and representative of the Testbed context. Educational
researchers bring the expertise to help in this task and, importantly, can advise on
the evaluation methods appropriate for the target users, which are most
appropriate for the Testbed.

Educational content

Most EdTech that is designed for K–12 learners will be designed to address
particular educational content that relates to the curriculum. Consequently, if the
Testbed is seeking to evaluate the learning of the target group, it will be necessary
to understand the specific educational content and its intended purpose in the
curriculum.

Pedagogy

EdTech has been criticised for having more of an economic and techno-centric
rationale than an educational / pedagogical one (⇡Ramiel, 2019). The introduction
of any EdTech to K–12 classrooms disrupts the classroom norms and places
demands on teachers and learners as they grapple with new ways of teaching
and learning.

Therefore, EdTech Testbeds can contribute when it comes to testing the impact of
the EdTech on the human aspects of the classroom. For example, it can test the

■ agency of the teacher and of the students,

■ the impact on social interaction and interrelationships,

■ ethics, and so on.

Although, the examples in the list above might not be the primary focus of the
EdTech Testbeds (as this might not be the goal of a start-up for example), they
can play a role in assuring the quality of EdTech products and services by
enabling rich discussions about the pedagogical challenges and helping to make
more explicit the underlying pedagogical theories of EdTech products or services
(⇡Boot and colleagues, 2022). The involvement of both education researchers and
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practitioners in the design of the test for a certain product or service can enrich
the specific hypotheses concerning the EdTech to be thoroughly tested.

Stage of Innovation (or Development)

EdTech Testbed designers often raise the question:

What is the minimal stage of development for a product so that it can be
tested in schools?

The Innovation Spiral developed by Nesta (Figure 4) is useful in responding to this
question.

Figure 4.1. Innovation spiral as presented in Using Research Evidence: A Practical
Guide (⇡Nesta, 2016, p. 14)

The innovation spiral offers seven stages of innovation, which range from
exploring opportunities and challenges through to delivering and implementing
and ultimately, to changing systems.
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What is theminimal stage of development
for a product so that it can be tested in
schools?

For EdTech innovations, the Testbed methodologies and methods will be very
different across the different stages.

An EdTech concept can refer to identified opportunities and challenges in
education, and be based on newly generated ideas that address current or future
needs. EdTech Testbed designers have questioned whether EdTech products or
services in early stages of development are ready to be tested in real-life settings
such as classrooms – as the value for the teacher and the learners may be very
limited. Others have argued that ideas, concepts and products should be tested
from an early stage as only when EdTech is co-created with teachers (and other
education stakeholders) can it really address their needs.

Once the EdTech concept is transformed to a working product / service /
programme, it will need iterative testing to focus on its usability, functionality, and
effectiveness to improve its design. Typically, this is a stage when early-stage
EdTech companies value a lot of feedback from target users, which can be
facilitated by EdTech Testbeds.

The later stages of innovation indicate when EdTech – that might already have
been tested in smaller scale tests – needs to be scaled more widely to fully
understand the challenges of large-scale implementations.

A recent study indicated that the proven impact of EdTech based on small-scale
experiments is not always reproduced when EdTech are scaled up (⇡Kizilcec and
colleagues, 2020). The role of EdTech Testbeds in such contexts will be different as
the type of evidence, and scale of the studies might be entirely different.
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Selection criteria

All EdTech Testbeds need to select the EdTech to be tested, which might be
thought of as “EdTech readiness”, and connect to the previously described stage
of innovation.

Several different frameworks, tools, and criteria exist to support this selection
process, and each focus on a different perspective:

For example, the Helsinki Testbed11 uses the selection criteria listed below based
on the potential of the EdTech (⇡Boot and colleagues, 2022, p. 27):

1. Need for development of an educational solution;

2. Product needs to address a real challenge or needs to be an improvement
compared to existing solutions;

3. The product has potential and is scalable;

4. The City of Helsinki itself needs information or has another need related to
the solution being tested, and/or resources to enable the tests to be carried
out.

To be included in the Swedish Edtest12, an EdTech enterprise must fulfil two main
criteria13:

1. The digital learning resources must be newly developed or newly launched
and testable (ready to be used in a school);

2. The company should be able to provide a description of the specific part of
the resource they are looking to test and what feedback they are looking to
receive to improve their resource further.

13 ⇡Swedish Edtest – Frequently asked questions:
https://edtest.se/en/frequently-asked-questions

12 ⇡Swedish Edtest – Utveckla digitala lärresurser med Swedish Edtest: https://edtest.se/sv

11 ⇡Testbed Helsinki / EdTech: https://testbed.hel.fi/en/edtech/
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Another example would be Leanlab Education’s Pilot Readiness Audit14. This
evaluation measures an EdTech company’s functionality, usability,
interoperability, and their data privacy and security practices. This audit is used to

1. Ensure the product meets a certain standard before it is placed inside a
classroom.

2. Suggest an appropriate level of research for the tool.

Another approach to selecting EdTech is to look at the people behind the EdTech
enterprise to assess their potential to design impactful EdTech (and to continue to
iterate on their design as they scale their enterprise). Based on ⇡Moeini’s 3-year
doctoral study (⇡2020), Goldstar Diagnostics15 reveals otherwise hidden aspects of
the company’s processes, assets, capacities and mindsets, which provide an
indication of trustworthiness. The leadership team of the EdTech enterprise
completes an online diagnostic survey that then provides aggregated scores and
formative feedback about their Leadership Vision, Learning Culture, Sense of
Purpose, Teamwork, Research Know-How, and Action Orientation.

Further, educational researchers investigated what quality criteria can be taken
into account when deciding on the quality of particular EdTech. For example,
⇡Kolak and colleagues (2021) developed a tool for assessing the educational
potential of apps for preschool children in the UK.

4.2. The “Test”

The second key component of an EdTech Testbed is the “test”, which is the
research design developed to evaluate the impacts of the EdTech. Ideally, the
research design will focus on the educational goals for the EdTech. For example,
ranging from improving learning outcomes - to contributing to more effective
teaching - to other impacts on the classroom. In addition, as there can be
substantial hype about the potential impact of EdTech, it is important to build
trust in the system by generating better evidence to support (or refute) claims. In
what follows, we describe subcomponents that need to be considered when
designing an EdTech test.

15 ⇡Goldstar EdTech Diagnostics: https://www.goldstared.com/

14 ⇡Pilot Readiness Audit: https://www.leanlabeducation.org/pilot-readiness-audit
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What to test?

Having a clear goal for the test is essential. EdTech Testbeds can play a role as
facilitators in identifying the specific (research) questions that will be treated
when testing EdTech (⇡Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2016). EdTech Hub16

uses the education ecosystem 6Ps framework to ask questions about people,
provision, place, product, pedagogy, policy, and product (see Spotlight 4.3.).
Questions can be very diverse; what can be tested can be described with the
following keywords: what, what if, why, who, how, where, and when. The
question(s) will drive the methods and methodologies used to either predict,
understand, explore, test, describe, explain, compare, or correlate.

Typically, EdTech companies want to undertake research because they are
looking to evidence that they can meet a need, build skills, or have identified a
problem or potential obstacle. This will often inform the types of research
questions and methodologies used. Leanlab Education uses a tiered research
journey (see Spotlight 4.7.) to guide companies to find an appropriate type of test.
These studies range from validating an idea or prototype with a few teachers or
parents in the “sandbox” stage to correlational study, implementing the product
across a school system.

Recently, Pratihast & Mote (2022) developed their Blueprint for Inclusive Research
and Development in Education – a framework and toolkit (BIRD-E17). The blueprint
can be used by different partners of EdTech Testbeds to support them in thinking
about a research hypothesis, identify and articulate data needs for researchers,
solution providers or for practitioners to compile and evaluate the impact of
interventions. Through the framework and toolkit, the research can be undertaken
in a more structured manner. Research questions can be very diverse and
include, e.g.,

■ product testing (features, intended outcomes),

■ implementation frequency (duration, frequency),

■ implementation fidelity (school access, school support, programme
fidelity),

17 ⇡BIRD-E: https://www.bird-e.org/

16 ⇡EdTech Hub: https://edtechhub.org/
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■ implementation costs (device/student, teacher training time).

Methodologies and methods

Methodologies refer to

“the strategy, plan of action, process or design lying behind the choice and
use of particular methods and linking the choice and use of methods to
the desired outcomes” (⇡Crotty, 2020).

Methodologies used in EdTech Testbeds tend to have two different roots, and in
some cases have converged nicely. Given the importance of this subcomponent,
we give a complete overview of widely used EdTech Testbed methodologies in
Appendix B.

The first root is the field of education research and shares similarities with
research methodologies from social sciences. These methodologies may also be
found in anthropology, sociology, or psychology. The primary focus of these
approaches is to build evidence on EdTech effectiveness and its broader impacts,
where contributing to EdTech's future development is secondary.

The second root is the technology innovation sector, where methodologies used
share similarities with the language of entrepreneurship and innovation. These
methodologies may overlap with those used to develop mHealth, AgriTech or
FinTech, and are more often presented as toolkits, principles, or processes rather
than (research) methodologies. The primary focus of these approaches is to
improve the design and implementation of EdTech, where contributing to global
evidence is secondary.

Different methodologies are applicable for different stages of innovation
(⇡Kucirkova, 2022; ⇡Puttick & Ludlow, 2013; ⇡Global Victoria EdTech Innovation
Alliance, 2022). At conceptualisation stages, methodologies like “Design thinking
for educators” and “Human-Centred Design” can assist with brainstorming and
investigating the problem. In development stages, methodologies like
Design-Based Implementation Research (DBIR), Problem-Driven Iterative
Adaptation (PDIA) or the EdTech Hub’s Sandbox Approach (see Spotlight 4.3.) can
assist in weeding out teething issues. This period is arguably the most important
and these methodologies emphasise:
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■ taking a problem-first approach;

■ understanding the context and the ecosystem factors;

■ involving diverse stakeholders and end-users;

■ being agile and iterative, incrementally improving the EdTech in question.

Finally, when considering scaling the EdTech to be used with a larger audience,
we recommend first proving that the EdTech can realise its intended goals.
Designs such as (quasi-)randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and Systematic
Mixed Methods Research (SMMR) have been frequently used and allow for
effectiveness to be assessed. Even when RCTs are conducted on a large scale,
there can be concerns about implementation fidelity and how generalisable the
outcomes might be beyond the original study context.

Across methodologies, a range of methods can be used. Methods refer to

“the techniques or procedures used to gather and analyse data related to
some research question or hypothesis” (⇡Crotty, 2020).

Methods range from those more traditionally used in education research such as
interviews, surveys, focus group discussions, and ethnographies to more
innovative methods such as mindset mapping, photo journaling, and
storyboarding. Methods that are more quantitative include A/B testing or factorial
designs. A detailed list of methods with many useful links is given in Appendix C.
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4.3. Spotlight 1. The EdTech Hub Sandbox Approach

Building on “lean impact” (⇡Chang, 2018) and user-centred design, the
sandbox process is designed to help generate real-time evidence. It has
two key concepts, outlined below (⇡EdTech Hub, 2022).

1. Experimentation: the learning and iterating cycle

The experimentation
framework tests your
assumptions that
underpin your solution.
Through a process of
doing, measuring, and
learning, you iterate and
improve as you go.

2. The Education system6Ps framework.

EdTech is embedded in a broader ecosystem that needs to work in-sync to
reach sustainability and scale.

Past sandboxes include
WhatsApp-based
learning for refugee
children in Lebanon,
helping caregivers foster
learning at home in
Kenya, making radio work
better for children in
Uganda, scaling
personalised learning in
Malawi, and using laptops
to distribute video sign
language lessons to deaf
children in Pakistan.
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Timeline and frequency of use

The timeline and frequency of use refers to "when and how often the EdTech is
used". As illustrated by the following examples, EdTech Testbeds greatly vary in
the timelines they use to test EdTech:

■ Helsinki Testbed: mean duration of test activities ranges from 3–6 months
(⇡Boot and colleagues, 2022);

■ Swedish EdTest: The participants of the Testbed decide how long the test
phase will be;

■ Swiss National EdTech Testbed Program: the duration of a Testbed depends
on the product, but takes a maximum of 6 weeks;

■ Leanlab Education Codesign Product Research: duration of a Testbed
ranges from 4 weeks to 6 months based on the stage of the EdTech and
needs of the school.

Procedures

The procedures for the test include the materials, templates, protocols, contracts,
procurement processes, guidelines on methods, scenarios, instruments, among
others. Many different procedures are used by Testbeds, ranging from structured
support for the implementation of the EdTech, to providing templates for the test,
or providing only administrative and technical support.

Many different procedures are used by
Testbeds, ranging from structured support
for the implementation of the EdTech, to
providing templates for the test, or
providing only administrative and technical
support.
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Helsinki Testbed provides support to facilitate the test. i.e., companies or other
partners need to have a clear research question when they enrol. Based on their
question, the requisite staffing and time are allocated. The Testbed is mainly
concerned with bringing the different parties (school / company / researcher)
together and taking care of practical arrangements (e.g., venue).

Swedish EdTest provides administrative support, facilitates communication
between parties, agreements, and supports General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) compliance. The following protocol is used:

1. School decides which product/service they want to test;

2. Introductory conversation between parties, agreement;

3. Test procedures are defined, there is a standard test guide;

4. Generate report of testing;

5. Certificate of participation.

Swiss National EdTech Testbed Program provides administrative support and
support on site in the classrooms, facilitates the communication and planning of
the Testbed with the teachers, evaluates the feedback on the products. The
following protocol is used:

1. Teacher/school register for the Testbed; decide which product they want to
test;

2. Introductory conversation between teachers and EdTech Collider; planning
the Testbed;

3. Conducting the test in schools;

4. Send feedback form;

5. Certificate of participation.

WISE provides monthly professional development and technical support to
teachers. Furthermore, WISE observes lessons and stays in communication with
participating teachers and school leaders to provide further support.

Leanlab Education includes these elements:
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1. Identifies alignment between an EdTech company and a school system;

2. Matches schools and companies and facilitates Memorandums of
Understanding, data-sharing agreements, and contracts with all
stakeholders;

3. Codesigns parameters of the research study with all stakeholders;

4. Implements the research study and analyses the findings;

5. Produces a final report to be shared with all stakeholders;

6. Issues a certificate to the company; contingent on incorporation of
participant feedback into the product design.

Leadership: who does the actual testing?

The test can be led by different stakeholders and can be teacher-led,
company-led, or researcher-led (⇡Atherton, 2019; ⇡Hollands & Escueta, 2017). The
test procedures will differ depending on the goals of the test leader. The goal of
company-led tests is often focused on how to improve a product, or which
features can be added, to lead to more sales. Companies often have limited
knowledge about methodologies and methods that can be applied to testing
EdTech systematically. Moreover, companies do not always have the resources
and time to test at scale.

The goal of researcher-led tests is to investigate the effectiveness of EdTech in
general, and examine the impact these technologies (or their characteristics)
have on teachers and learners. In the context of a scientific study led by
researchers to determine the effectiveness of a particular product, teachers and
learners are also often involved. In this case, testing procedures are often strictly
prescribed, with little leeway for teachers to fully integrate the EdTech into their
current practice.

The goal of teachers is mostly centred around how EdTech can improve their daily
classroom practice and, by extension, learning outcomes. This can range from
testing learning portals to give more differentiated instruction to learners, or using
a tool that helps the teacher with their administration or evaluation. In fact, every
teacher implementing EdTech in the classroom is testing it in one way or the
other, and they have their own ideas about its potential and the challenges of
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using it. Given the different goals of stakeholders, designing one test that is useful
for all stakeholders may be overambitious. Nevertheless, EdTech Testbeds can
provide the necessary support different stakeholders need to design tests.

The goal of teachers ismostly centred
around how EdTech can improve their daily
classroompractice and, by extension,
learning outcomes.

The Swiss National EdTech Testbed Program is neither teacher-led nor
company-led, as responsibility for the Testbed rests with a third non-involved
party, the non-profit organisation Swiss EdTech Collider. Leanlab Education
employs this model as well. The Swedish Edtest, on the other hand, is
company-led, as the management of the Testbed is the responsibility of the
company.

Reporting of results

The results of a test should be made available to stakeholders as
appropriate/relevant. It is essential to agree on what information, in particular,
should be shared and with whom. First and foremost, EdTech developers,
researchers, learners, teachers, and caregivers who are directly involved in a test
are the primary stakeholders and will benefit directly from the results.

Second, the results may also be of interest to a wider community of stakeholders.
For example, the results of testing an app to teach reading in the classroom can
also provide valuable insights for other teachers, EdTech developers, and
researchers working in the same domain. Again, EdTech Testbeds have a role in
discussing what results can be shared with this community (and what
information should remain confidential).

There are several papers that provide helpful frameworks describing different
types of evidence. ⇡Cukurova and colleagues (2019) distinguish scientifically
based research, local knowledge, perspectives, and values of users and
educators, and professional experience and judgements. The US department of
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education’s ESSA Tier framework18 describes the rigour of the research with Tier 1
being most rigorous (randomised experiments), Tier 2 generating moderate
evidence (quasi-experiments), and Tier 3 producing promising evidence
(correlational studies). A very recent report by ⇡Kucirkova (2022) describes three
types of evidence: foundational (literature reviews and desktop research),
formative (observational or correlational), and summative (experiments or RCT)
evidence. There are also the Nesta standards of evidence (⇡Puttick & Ludlow, 2013,
p. 2):

■ Level 1: describe what you do and why it matters, logically, coherently and
convincingly;

■ Level 2: capture data that shows positive change, but you cannot confirm
you caused this;

■ Level 3: you can demonstrate causality;

■ Level 4: you have one +independent replication evaluations;

■ Level 5: you have manuals, systems and procedures to ensure consistent
replication and positive impact.

Finally, the ⇡Global Victoria EdTech Innovation Alliance (2022) states that evidence
consists of three stages, namely effects, outcomes, and impact. Effects are the
changes. Outcomes are the specific and measurable effects. Impact refers to the
story, focusing on the long-term results or changes.

Test results can be presented in several ways. Written reports are the most
traditional way of disseminating test results. Written reports are often for internal
use as they contain many details and confidential information. The downside of
written reports is that it is very time-consuming to write these reports, and entails
the risk that the report will soon be outdated given the often fast evolution of
EdTech designs (⇡Cukurova and colleagues, 2019).

EdTech Testbeds can facilitate and support by giving suggestions about whom to
involve in writing the report and by providing resources such as templates to aid
in this process. Additionally, more dynamic forms to disseminate results to a wider
community are videos, website pages, blogs, infographics, social media, and

18 ⇡Evidence & ESSA: What Is Evidence And How Should We Use It? –
http://www.research4schools.org/evidence-essa/
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digital archives. Results can also be shared through events where different
stakeholders meet, such as presentations, poster sessions, workshops, and
demonstrations. These formats promote interaction and community building.

4.4. The “Bed”

A third, key component of an EdTech Testbed is “the Bed”, which is the setting in
which the EdTech is tested. Each setting has its own particular context, testers,
learning space, and scale. In some cases, the test design will dictate the beds –
the research methods will state the broad context in which the testing will take
place. However, it is more usual for the beds to be more opportunistic, in which
case the more that is known about them, the more valuable the evidence that
they generate. This is particularly pertinent when it comes to creating equitable
access to EdTech by ensuring that it is designed and tested for a wide range of
learners and teachers.

Context

The context refers to the geographical, institutional, economic, societal, and
political conditions that describe the Testbed. For example, testing in the private
school sector, compared to public schools, can produce very different results. At
the teacher or student-level, it is also important to gather demographic data that
might enhance the analysis of the test outcomes. This raises ethical issues
concerning data collection, storage, privacy, and ethical consent. However, the
quality and potential future impacts of the research findings far outweigh the
extra effort needed to establish high ethical standards within any EdTech Testbed
model.

Testers

The Testbed is characterised by the people testing the product (or the research
sample or participants in the language of the test designers). As this report is
aimed at K-12 education, the testers are mainly students and teachers in
preschool, primary, and secondary schools.

The roles and responsibilities of the testers should be widely understood by all
involved. For example, the learners may only be required to test the EdTech by
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completing tasks and activities as part of their normal day-to-day lessons.
Alternatively, they might form focus groups where they are invited to feedback on
their experiences.

Similarly, teachers might only be observed while planning, teaching or evaluating
lessons involving the EdTech. Another role for them would be as a
practitioner-researcher with the responsibility to collect research data during the
test.

To conclude, at the level of the EdTech Testbed, the choice of the testers is likely to
be influenced by:

■ Whether or not the EdTech is perceived to be ready to be tested;

■ Whether or not the technology (and associated infrastructure and support)
is available to both teachers and learners;

■ Whether or not the school leadership is knowledgeable and supportive,
ideally offering a professional learning community;

■ The number of students available to test the EdTech, their age range, and
the perceived benefits to them;

■ The number of teachers available to test the EdTech, their backgrounds,
capacity to be involved, and the perceived benefits to them;

■ Whether or not it is possible to obtain genuinely informed consent from the
participants.

Spaces for learning

The huge global diversity in the spaces in which learning takes place needs us all
to think beyond what we have come to refer to as “classrooms”. The global
coronavirus pandemic widely introduced a new vocabulary to the world to
include virtual, distance, synchronous, asynchronous, and hybrid learning spaces,
among others, which all rely to some extent on digital technologies and digital
educational resources. Furthermore, the learning spaces in low-and
medium-resource countries look very different to those in highly resourced
countries. Different learning spaces are more conducive to different types of
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technology and pedagogical approaches, which are factors that need to be
carefully considered when selecting Testbeds.

Scale

The number of Testbeds (and testers) for any particular EdTech test will usually be
dictated by the research design, particularly for larger, formal research studies.
However, as many Testbeds arise in more opportunistic ways, it is important to
report the scale of the test in the findings. This would include the numbers of
schools, teachers, and learners involved (supplemented by key contextual
information).

At the level of the EdTech Testbed, the scale of its work must also be considered.
For example, how many different EdTech products can be simultaneously tested,
and how can a network of beds be sourced, managed, and involved?
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4.5. Spotlight 2: Swiss National EdTech Testbed Program19

In this spotlight, we use the conceptual framework for EdTech Testbeds
(Figure 4.1.) to describe the key components of the Swiss National EdTech
Testbed Program.

The Swiss National EdTech Testbed Program was launched in September
2022 by the non-profit-organisation Swiss EdTech Collider. The goal is to
create and establish a nationwide “test and learn” innovation model that
enables rapid EdTech testing, structured feedback loops for EdTech
products, connecting technology providers with educators, and
strengthening teachers’ digital skills. Through this collaboration between
EdTech suppliers and teachers, teachers actively contribute to the
development of educational technologies. The tests therefore focus on
applications used in the classroom (K–12). The Swiss National EdTech
Testbed Program is guided by the “test and learn” method (⇡Batty and
colleagues, 2019).

EdTech

Target group: students from 4–15 years old and teachers

Pedagogy: the pedagogical concept of the EdTech product is evaluated
during testing

Technology type: no specific type of technology (platforms, apps, robots)

Innovation stage: the product must be ready to use

Educational purpose: improve quality of learners’ and teachers’
experiences, simplification of various processes in everyday school life (e.g.,
learning management system, autocorrection)

Selection criteria: readiness, potential of the product, product addresses a
real challenge or need, product provides added value for teachers and/or
students

19 ⇡Swiss National EdTech Testbed Program | Gebert Rüf Stiftung:
https://www.grstiftung.ch/de/media/portfolio~grs-074-21~.html
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Educational content: curriculum-related content

Bed

Context: high-resource context, four national languages, only public
schools

Testers: students and teachers in preschool, primary, and secondary school

Space:mainly physically in classrooms, or hybrid

Scale:more than 40 tests with five EdTech products so far (January 2023)

Test

What to test: product testing, user testing

Methodology andmethods: test and learn approach (⇡Batty and
colleagues, 2019), rapid evaluation cycles are used to quickly generate
actionable insights to make evidence-based decisions for developing and
optimising EdTech products and improving their implementation

Timeline and frequency: depend on the product, short test phase of a few
weeks or a few months, repetitive

Leadership: neither teacher-led nor company-led, the responsibility for the
Testbed rests with the non-profit organisation Swiss EdTech Collider

Reporting: “good practice paper” about the implementation and use of
specific EdTech products are made available to interested stakeholders
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4.6. Spotlight 3: Impulsionar (Brazil)

General information

The Brazil EdTech Testbed Program, Impulsionar, began in 2021 and consists
of a partnership between

■ the Lemann Foundation (implementing partner, financial partner),
■ IDB Lab, innovation laboratory of the Inter-American Development

Bank Group (IDBG) (financial partner),
■ Imaginable Futures (financial partner),
■ Quintessa (an impact accelerator, is responsible for the articulation,

coordination, and acceleration of the partners involved) and
■ Instituto Reúna (the pedagogical partner and creator of the

Pedagogical Model for prevention and reduction of the gaps that are
being implemented in public school networks by the organisations).

The impact goal of the programme is to innovate through inclusion
(narrowing educational gaps) and technology (EdTech). EdTech companies
receive resources to test and improve their solution in the public sector, plus
receive support to develop their Business to Government (B2G) model.
Currently, pilots are ongoing, with 5 EdTech products, in 7 municipal
secretaries of education across Brazil. The programme will be evaluated by
an independent organisation (Germina). In addition to testing EdTech in
schools, the EdTech Testbed also supports companies by helping them to
take advantage of new laws that facilitate open innovation in the public
sector in Brazil (e.g., ‘Marco Legal das Startups’, Lei Complementar nº 182, of 1
June 2021).

EdTech

Target group: K–12 students, public schools, teacher training and
implementing organisations, teachers, and Municipal Secretaries of
Education

Pedagogy: pedagogy varies according to the type of EdTech and the
problem that it tackles (for example evaluation, data management or
adaptive learning). In addition, the program’s pedagogical model (created
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by Reúna, the pedagogical partner) provides a framework and guidance for
municipal secretaries of education, and its public-school network on how to
include these technological solutions as a didactic resource – fostering a
student-centric approach

Technology type: depends on the EdTech, there are three types:

1. Evaluation -app for helping teachers to create student evaluation,
2. Data Analytics -solution that collects and organise educational data

for teachers and for management purposes or
3. AI for adaptive learning – a platform that uses gamification

strategies and AI to respond to the student’s pace.

The Edtech being used is tablets (in some cases donated by the program),
computers, or students’ own cellphones – and in some contexts with
infrastructure challenges (no internet and / or hardware) a combination of
online and offline activities is used.

Innovation stage: startups, with proof-of-concept and previous experience,
but with B2G model / operations / product still to be developed or improved.
The intention was not to work with established innovations and companies,
although an exception is a new EdTech product developed by a big
company.

Educational purpose: reduce and prevent learning losses in the public
school system in Brazil, specifically in Portuguese and mathematics.
Teachers (and the education municipality as a system) develop
pedagogical guidance, technical abilities, management processes and
uses of technology. The key outcome measures are the % of students
attaining grade expectations in mathematics and Portuguese.

Selection criteria: a diagnostic was done with the municipal government to
prioritise the problem that was going to be tackled and define criteria for
each education municipal system. Criteria were related to price, quality,
technical specifications, UX/UI, etc. Then, three public sourcing mechanisms
were tested to formalise the public-private (EdTech) pilot:
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1. An open call to address identified challenges, launched via the
PitchGov platform;

2. Hire of a startup with new public legal framework of innovation
startups (‘Marco Legal das Startups’: Lei Complementar nº 182, of
June 1st 2021) or

3. Hire of a startup with regular public procurement framework,
selection of 5 to 6 educational technologies (each municipality
selected one).

Educational content: EdTech that helps to reduce and prevent learning
losses and address the challenge of the education municipal system of the
cities participating in the program. Focus on solutions that in some way
improves mathematics and Portuguese teaching (student evaluation
EdTech, AI learning platforms or data management solutions).

Bed

Context: 7 municipalities in five states - Guaramiranga/Ceará, Domingos
Mourão/Piauí, Cabrobó, Igarassu and Bonito/Pernambuco, Volta
Redonda/Rio Janeiro, Santa Maria/Rio Grande do Sul: who are now piloting 5
EdTech approaches, challenging context (poor municipalities), mainly in
north-east of Brazil, characterised by connectivity/ infrastructure
challenges.

Testers: 9000 learners and 240 teachers of 35 middle schools (aged 11–14
years, Grades 6-9).

Space: tests are taking place physically in the school.

Scale: 35 schools, 5 EdTechs, 7 municipalities in 5 states involved.

Test

What to test: how to reduce learning gaps and losses in the education
public system and what is the role of technology (EdTech) in this context,
while testing open innovation / new public procurement mechanisms in
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Brazil. Moreover, the program aims to test how to create and adapt
pedagogical models and edtech solutions in vulnerable contexts.

Methodology andmethods: pre-post surveys/assessments to students to
quantify learning gap and exposure to assess learning impact. In addition,
an independent researcher/organisation will evaluate the pilots when the
testing is finished. Moreover, there will be qualitative/structured interviews
and post diagnosis of how the educational public municipalities finished the
program.

Timeline and frequency: EdTech selection: November 2021 – February 2022;
Pilots: were initially of 9 months (until December 2022), but they were
extended until June 23, due to infrastructure challenges at the beginning of
the tests.

Leadership: specialised organisation firm / researchers: Oppen Social
conducted a process evaluation during implementation of the pilots and
Germina will conduct an outcomes report.

Reporting:monthly progress reports discussed with the municipal
secretaries of education looking at the access of the teachers and students
to the EdTech tools, satisfaction, and perceived quality. The final outcomes
report will start in March-April 2023. Dissemination to be determined, initially
present the results to the National Council of Secretaries of Education in
Brazil, and other events of the financing/implementing partner (Lemann
Foundation).
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4.7. Spotlight 4: Leanlab Education Codesign Product
Research

General information

Leanlab Education is a non-profit research organisation specialising in
connecting educational product developers and school communities to
research EdTech tools. Unique to Leanlab’s research process is the focus on
Codesign — a research framework that emphasises the co-creation of
research objectives, methodologies, data collection, and dissemination
among researchers, educators, and developers.

EdTech

Target group: K–12 students, teachers, administrators, and parents

Pedagogy:Depends on EdTech tool

Technology type: No specification

Innovation stage: Ranges from prototype to established companies

Educational purpose: Allow educators to teach more effectively and
improve educational outcomes for all students.

Selection criteria: Leanlab Education conducts a Pilot Ready Audit on all
inbound companies focused on the tools’ functionality, usability,
interoperability, as well as their data privacy and security practices.

Educational content:Depends on the EdTech tool

Bed

Context: Based in Kansas City, MO, USA, but operates in states throughout
the USA. Specific focus in Missouri, Kansas, Texas, Florida, New York, and
California.

Testers: K–12 teachers, administrators, students, and caregivers.
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Space: Tests are conducted inside virtual, in-person, and hybrid schools.

Scale: 37 tests conducted with 20 companies at 30 schools (23 districts)
and 7 states.

Test

What to test: Leanlab uses a range of research offerings to test:

1. The perceived value and use case of a product (Sandbox Study);

2. How easily users can navigate a tool (Usability Study);

3. How easy a tool is to use during the regular classroom experience
(Feasibility Study);

4. What functionality is needed for a tool to sustain engagement
throughout the academic year (Implementation);

5. The relationship between a product’s use and its intended outcomes
(Correlational Study).

Methodology andmethods: Tests range from a sandbox study, using focus
groups to assess perceived value of a prototype or concept, to correlational
studies that use non-experimental methods and statistical analysis.

Timeline and frequency: Tests are conducted on a rolling basis throughout
the academic year and can range from 4 weeks to a full semester (6
months).

Leadership: Leanlab Education

Reporting: Leanlab creates a final written report distributed to all
stakeholders, as well as an action plan for the EdTech company with
specific participant recommendations. Findings are also explained to
stakeholders via a webinar.
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Chapter 5. Impact goals

All EdTech Testbeds are driven by a set of highly interrelated goals that underpin
their existence. Our desktop research and interviews have revealed the following
goals, although we anticipate that there will be more. We suggest that it is
important for the more system-wide EdTech Testbeds to develop a clear set of
goals that can be used to support the evaluation of the Testbed itself, over time.
We describe each goal below.

5.1. Improve learning outcomes and learning
experiences

A fundamental goal for the majority of EdTech is improvement of learning
outcomes; it follows that EdTech Testbeds serve to provide the real-world settings
to iteratively test whether, to what extent, and how EdTech can improve learning
outcomes and enhance learning experiences at increasing levels of scale. This
can involve drawing on evidence-based approaches like “teaching at the right
level” in digitalised forms such as so-called intelligent tutoring systems,
gamification, and personalised adaptive learning. Testbeds can measure the
effectiveness of the design (e.g., algorithms, frequency and length of use, user
interface, etc.) as well as the implementation considerations (e.g., teacher
support, infrastructure requirements) in terms of how these impact learning
outcomes. In addition, EdTech Testbeds provide the opportunity to test how
effective EdTech can be with respect to broader educational goals, for example,
the nurturing of learner creativity, curiosity, critical thinking, and self-directed
learning.

Broader educational goals include the
nurturing of learner creativity, curiosity,
critical thinking, and self-directed learning.
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5.2. Produce financially viable and scalable EdTech

The perspective of EdTech developers and their funders/investors demands that
Testbeds support the generation of evidence to give confidence that:

■ the EdTech enterprise is financially viable in one or more markets;

■ use of the EdTech can be scaled within, and across, the target markets.

This implies that a more connected network of global EdTech Testbeds, with some
widely understood methods and approaches, might accelerate the global scaling
of the most promising products.

Amore connected network of global EdTech
Testbeds, with somewidely understood
methods and approaches,might accelerate
the global scaling of themost promising
products.

5.3. Develop more effective teaching approaches

EdTech is not only designed for learners, but also teachers. EdTech can be used to
support teachers in their classroom teaching, preparation, and professional
development. Even when EdTech is learner-facing, effective EdTech designs
ensure that the role of the teacher is clearly integrated. EdTech can improve a
teacher’s effectiveness through providing tools to develop their knowledge and
skills, supporting planning and assessment, and helping teachers to
communicate, share and critically reflect (⇡EdTech Hub, 2021). It is important to
build on existing evidence and evidence gaps of how EdTech can improve
teaching (see ⇡Hennessy and colleagues, 2022), and then use the EdTech Testbed
to test approaches in specific contexts.
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5.4. Produce contextualised and equitable EdTech

A major consideration for the education sector is the development of EdTech that
serves the needs of diverse learners, which crosses geographical and cultural
borders. If this is a major impact goal for the EdTech Testbed, then considerable
resources need to be allocated to support all relevant stakeholders involved in the
evaluation of the Testbed’s progress towards this goal.

Such Testbeds are also likely to adopt highly collaborative and co-design
methods, which draw extensively on research evidence. Such approaches include:

■ The Codesign Framework20 (developed by Leanlab Education), which
provides resources to centre practitioner voice and consider potential
power imbalances that exist, particularly in historically marginalised
settings,

■ The Learner Variability Project21 resources (developed by Digital Promise in
the US), and

■ The sandbox tools developed by EdTech Hub.22

5.5. Further academic knowledge on EdTech

Some EdTech Testbeds may have a broader set of impact goals that go beyond
efficacy and effectiveness, especially those situated within research
organisations. Such Testbeds might also test the impact of the EdTech on the
human aspects of the classroom. For example, the agency of the teacher and of
the students, impacts on social interactions and interrelationships, issues of social
equity, diversity, inclusivity and accessibility, ethics and data sharing, and so on.

22 ⇡Tools | Applications for Decision Makers, Implementers and Researchers:
https://edtechhub.org/edtech-tools/

21 ⇡Learner Variability Project:
https://digitalpromise.org/initiative/learner-variability-project/

20 ⇡Codesign Framework: https://www.codesignframework.com/
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5.6. Increase stakeholder collaboration

EdTech Testbeds designed with a major impact goal to increase stakeholder
collaboration require dedicated resources to both develop the stakeholder
network in the local ecosystem and find ways to actively involve key stakeholders
in the Testbed processes. It is particularly important to increase collaboration with
the education sector, as it can provide a main route to scaling and sustaining
both the EdTech Testbed itself, and the EdTech tested within it.

5.7. Generate (better) evidence for specific EdTech
products

Developing the use of (better) evidence for a range of stakeholders that reports
the outcomes of individual tests within the Edtech Testbed can be an important
goal. Such evidence can provide EdTech enterprises to develop working practices
that ensure that they can sustain (and possibly improve) the impact of products
and services over time. The outcomes of multiple EdTech tests can then form the
evidence to evaluate the impact goal for the Testbed itself.
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Chapter 6. Lessons learned from
more system-wide EdTech
Testbeds

Recently, a number of EdTech Testbeds have been established around the world.
They come in different shapes and sizes. Some Testbeds are still in the
construction phase, others already have partnerships with companies,
researchers and schools, and still others may be doing Testbed-like activities but
may not advertise themselves as Testbeds. Other Testbeds have now been
ended.

There is a need to learn from EdTech Testbed methodologies and share this
knowledge with the global community, as a way to move towards more
system-wide EdTech Testbeds. Our desk research revealed few reports of EdTech
Testbeds evaluating their own methodologies. Below, lessons learned from four
EdTech Testbed methodologies are described:

1. Swiss Edtech Collider,

2. WISE (Qatar Testbed),

3. Swedish Edtest,

4. Leanlab Education.

6.1. Lessons learned from the Swiss EdTech Collider

In this part, we describe the lessons learned from the Swiss National EdTech
Testbed Program. The goal of this Testbed is to establish a nationwide "test and
learn" innovation model that enables rapid EdTech testing, structured feedback
loops for EdTech products, connecting technology providers with educators, and
strengthening teachers’ digital skills.
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Support is important

Many teachers are at their limit, so they are more likely to be willing to participate
in a Testbed if the extra effort is minimal. In addition, teachers often feel more
comfortable using new technologies if someone helps them to implement them
in the classroom. So professional support on site and online during the testing is a
key component for a successful Testbed.

Teachers can be contacted in several ways

One of the most difficult tasks of a Testbed is reaching teachers who are open to
participating in a Testbed. It has been shown that a combination of different ways
of contacting teachers is effective. For the first tests, the network of the Testbed
facilitator (friends and colleagues) is crucial. These teachers are often very open
to participation. To expand the circle of participants beyond one’s own network,
the following has proven to be effective: participation in teacher events, reaching
out to school principals, working together with teacher universities and other
important educational organisations. However, it is essential to explain how
participating in an EdTech Testbed can be beneficial for teachers, so they
understand the value of participating.

Real-world feedback is an added value for companies

Many companies in the EdTech sector lack regular access to schools, and thus, to
real-world feedback. Therefore, companies greatly appreciate receiving feedback
on their product from the Testbed. However, it is important that the feedback is
detailed and specific so that the companies know what they need to adjust about
their product in concrete terms. The observations during testing by the Swiss
EdTech Collider team are also very helpful for companies (e.g., “the registration
process took too long / was too complicated for this age group”).

The test phase must be designed individually

Products differ so much from each other that a new test needs to be designed for
each product in terms of length of the test phase, type of support, and questions
for the evaluation. Moreover, all companies are at different stages and therefore
need different types of feedback. While late-stage companies often want
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feedback on a specific new feature, early-stage companies want more general
feedback on user usability, for example. As a result, it is important to take enough
time in advance to find out why a company wants to participate in a Testbed and
what they hope to achieve. No company only interested in marketing their
product and not in further development should be included .

6.2. Lessons learned from WISE Report (Qatar Testbed)

WISE launched Qatar’s first EdTech Testbed in 2020. The goal was to improve
teachers’ understanding of the use of technology in the classroom and to identify
how technology can be used to overcome persistent problems in the classroom.
The four key lessons learned from implementing an EdTech Testbed during the
pilot phase between 2020 and 2021 are outlined in the sections below (⇡Lee &
Basma, 2021).

Building relationships with school leaders early

First, thanks to building relationships with schools early on, there is enough time to
demonstrate the benefits of participating in the Testbed and establish clear
expectations and norms. The teachers also need sufficient time to plan the
upcoming term with the EdTech product in mind.

Test the EdTech product before actual implementation

Second, before an EdTech product is tested in schools, it is essential to check
whether the products/platforms are accessible in the schools, if they work, and
what the potential broader impacts are. It is helpful to work together with the
school IT departments to clear security requirements in advance. This way you
don’t lose time and energy during the testing to get the platform running.

Identify an “EdTech” champion

Third, having a “champion teacher” can help you encourage other teachers to
use EdTech products, brainstorm, and participate in the Testbed. This person can
also motivate other teachers to use the EdTech product long enough to evaluate
the product’s effectiveness. For a Testbed to be successful, teachers’ willingness
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to try something new is essential. They must also be eager to invest their time to
learn how to use the new EdTech products.

Involve the EdTech venture in ongoing professional development of
teachers

Fourth, by incorporating the EdTech venture into ongoing professional
development, teachers will have the opportunity to be trained in the use of a
particular product. In addition, they will be encouraged and challenged to
consider how to integrate technology with their teaching methods and specific
classroom needs. This can result in teachers gaining knowledge in both
educational technology and design thinking, leading to more innovative teaching
practices.

6.3. Lessons learned from the Swedish Edtest

The Swedish Edtest was launched in January 2020. This initiative aims to improve
the digital skills of teachers, develop better digital tools for education, and bridge
the gap between customers and suppliers by understanding the real need of
users. Over the first two years of the programme, over 200 educators and more
than 50 EdTech companies participated. In the following section, some lessons
learned shared by Hanna Elving, lead project manager of Swedish Edtest, are
summarised.

Blessing from the principal, but passion from the teachers

For a successful implementation of a Testbed, it is essential that both the
teachers and principals are fully engaged. The teachers, on the one hand, must
understand and believe in the value of the Testbed, and the principals, on the
other hand, must provide support and resources for the Testbed to be
incorporated into their job or competence development.

Special support for the school leaders

Involving the principals and providing them with support is crucial, while teachers
often collaborate and share information among themselves, principals may
require a separate platform for exchanging their experiences and learning from
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one another. To achieve this, the Swedish Edtest are planning to design a series of
workshops where principals can share their lessons learned and discuss any
challenges they have encountered.

Design Testbeds for a low budget

Given that the education sector often operates on a limited budget, it is important
to design a Testbed that can run with minimal financial resources. This is also
important to finance a Testbed sustainably over a longer period of time.

Try to avoid test fatigue

Avoiding test fatigue among teachers can be a real challenge, and it is therefore
important to involve teachers meaningfully. By helping teachers to connect with
one another and making it clear what benefits they will gain from participating,
will mean teachers are more likely and willing to take part in the Testbed multiple
times.

6.4. Lessons learned from Leanlab Education

Leanlab Education began 10 years ago, and transitioned from an EdTech
accelerator to a Testbed in 2019. It should be noted that Leanlab does not use the
terminology “Testbed” to describe their work. This is done to avoid the negative
connotations, in the USA, of testing EdTech on students and teachers. Their goal is
to elevate the expertise of educators, parents, and students in the design and
development of EdTech tools through systematic research.

Leanlab does not use the terminology
“Testbed” to describe their work to avoid
negative connotations.
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Focus on formative research for EdTech tools

In 2022 Leanlab Education contracted a third-party researcher (Edtech Recharge)
to conduct an analysis23 on the 14 most recent research studies and identify
common themes for usability, feasibility, implementation, and correlational
studies. The biggest takeaway from the analysis was the need to   weigh and fund
formative research more heavily than efficacy research to support stronger
foundations in EdTech.

Ensure the “Bed” and the “EdTech” are prepared to engage in
research

Leanlab Education has developed the “Pilot Ready Audit” for EdTech companies
and the “Research Readiness Index” for schools to assess the readiness for both
parties to engage in research. For schools, these indicators are focused on their
“innovation mindset”, human capacity, and use of data in decision-making. The
audit for companies focuses on the functionality, usability, and interoperability, as
well as their data privacy policies and evidence of prior research. This work to vet
companies and schools before starting the research process allows Leanlab to
conduct research with lower risk of participant attrition and a greater chance that
EdTech companies will implement participant feedback in product development.

Don’t neglect data and security protocols

Schools are rightfully hesitant to engage with a third-party researcher and share
data when it contains any student information. Researchers have an obligation to
handle the access they are given respectfully and allay any hesitations through
clear agreements. Leanlab uses multi-year legal agreements with schools and
proactively negotiates IT protocols and data-sharing agreements that can help
remove roadblocks once studies get closer to implementation. In larger school
systems, careful power-mapping and clarification of internal protocols for
approvals (including an Institutional Review Board or Ethical Review Board) is
necessary.

23 ⇡Edtech Research Trends: https://www.leanlabeducation.org/edtech-research-trends
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Compensate educators and research participants for their work

Although good Testbeds should attempt to ensure that all participants and
stakeholders involved in the research benefit from the test and feel valued and
heard throughout the process, it is important to also ensure that the participants
are fairly compensated for the work in the form of direct stipends to research
participants. Leanlab also provides schools with unrestricted grants for
participation in exchange for their willingness to participate in tests aligned to
their priorities.

Ensure the bed is diverse, representative, and has buy-in

Leanlab Education has experimented with building an intentionally diverse
portfolio of "Testbed" school communities that represent both the geographic and
contextual diversity of the United States. In an attempt to both increase buy-in
from school partners and increase opportunities to run different types of "tests".
This diversity of school partners also allows for the potential to conduct studies
with larger n sizes across different contexts.
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Part 3

Chapter 7. Key challenges for
EdTech Testbed design

There are several factors that hold back more system-wide Edtech Testbeds.
Based on desk research and survey responses, we have insights into the main
challenges key stakeholders face when setting-up and/or running EdTech
Testbeds. We summarise these challenges below.

7.1. Low implementation fidelity of EdTech in schools

Stakeholders report low implementation fidelity of EdTech in schools, meaning
that schools and teachers implement the EdTech differently than expected. There
could be many reasons for this.

First, it could be due to limited access to equipment and the time teachers can
spend testing EdTech. Second, teachers usually do not have much experience in
generating and acting on evidence. Therefore, a school's ability to use Testbeds
for direct professional development for teachers and school administrators needs
to be strengthened.

For example, teachers should be better informed about what evidence generation
entails and how they can contribute to it (not just at the beginning of the test). As
such, capacity among educators and their institution to carry out robust
evaluations will be improved.

Third, schools currently test EdTech often for other reasons (e.g. because access
to the EdTech is free, or for the kudos gained through their involvement in Testbed
initiatives) rather than testing it because it actually meets their defined needs.

Fourth, perhaps the EdTech is badly designed and difficult to implement faithfully
– a problem that Testbeds are well-suited to counter through formative research.
EdTech developers need to understand how real classrooms work, and should not
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automatically expect teachers to change their practice to fit EdTech, rather than
the other way around.

7.2. Difficult to recruit and engage schools, teachers,
learners, and parents

Stakeholders emphasise the importance of engaging local partners to ensure
that the local context is maximally considered when testing EdTech. A recent
trends study found teachers’ roles to be underdeveloped or limited in EdTech
design (⇡UNICEF, 2022). However, many stakeholders report difficulties finding
schools, teachers, and parents to partner with (depending on whether it is an
in-school, after-school, or at-home Testbed model). Furthermore, there are many
differences between schools. Several stakeholders fear that only a small sample
of innovative schools (who are highly motivated) are testing EdTech, which can
lead to biassed conclusions. Several reasons have been mooted to explain why
schools are not willing to engage in EdTech Testbeds. First, evidence generation
can feel like it is in the service of developers and not in service of education or
learners. Second, company and researchers’ discourse is often different from the
language teachers use. Teachers use different terminology, the
needs/problems/expectations of schools and teachers may be different from
EdTech developers. One resource that can be helpful when recruiting schools,
teachers, learners, and parents is the ⇡MASTER framework produced by EdTech
Hub (⇡Rahman and colleagues, 2022). They explain several key principles which
can be considered when thinking about involving schools.

7.3. Procurement and contract difficulties

EdTech Testbed reports and stakeholders emphasise that the administration
during procurement needs to be kept to a minimum. Also, setting up contracts
before use of technology by schools is often time-consuming, discouraging
schools to engage in EdTech Testbeds (⇡Eriksson and colleagues, 2018).
Furthermore, stakeholders mention that procurement processes often discourage
adaptation and testing, leading to a rigid test plan of the EdTech by default. Still
further, procurement processes do not focus enough on outcomes and efficacy,
which impacts the way purchasing and piloting decisions are made.
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7.4. Lack of government involvement

Stakeholders report that governments need more encouragement to see the
importance of stakeholders' roles in finding long-term sustainable changes that
connect EdTech companies, education providers, and researchers to drive
educational innovation through Testbeds and technology. One issue is that
governments are under-resourced or have little understanding of how they can
promote collaboration within EdTech testbeds.

In the United States, while there are grants available for EdTech companies to
conduct research,24,25 this funding supports education technology providers
working with independent researchers, rather than developing research and
development infrastructure directly within schools.

To enable the scaling of EdTech, EdTech Testbeds should be designed,
implemented, and evaluated in collaboration with governments.

7.5. Difficult to reach scalable and sustainable EdTech
Testbeds

A key issue with EdTech Testbeds is “pilotitis” where Testbeds do not scale
(⇡Principles for Digital Development, 2022). We define scale of EdTech Testbeds in
terms of stage and size. “Stage” refers to the maturity of the Testbed, how many
people work for the Testbed, and their positions. “Size” refers to the number of
schools, researchers, and companies involved in the Testbed, and how many
EdTech products have been tested. For example:

■ Stakeholders report that it is often difficult to have sustained funding to
continue EdTech Testbed activities.

■ Lack of sustainable infrastructure.

Scaling is a challenge for education interventions in general, and is often
catalysed when EdTech is brought into the mix. For example, ⇡Evans & Yuan (2022)

25 ⇡IES Funding Opportunities: Education Research Grants Programs:
https://ies.ed.gov/funding/ncer_progs.asp

24 ⇡Institute of Education Sciences: Small Business Innovation Research Program (SBIR):
https://ies.ed.gov/sbir/
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reviewed 234 causal education studies in LMICs and found that effect sizes are
cut in half when education projects scale from under 500 participants to over
5,000 participants.

7.6. Lack of test procedures

Stakeholders report many difficulties determining the test procedures for EdTech
for several reasons, as listed below.

1. Stakeholders report not having sufficient knowledge of the methodologies
and methods available. The process of deciding what data to collect and
how to automate and process it is challenging.

2. The reproducibility and scalability of tests is limited, EdTech product types
can be very different and therefore require different methodologies and/or
methods for testing.

3. Test results often do not represent the scale and diversity of target
populations to ensure the results can be generalised. This requires tests to
be at a scale of at least a few regions, districts (within or across countries).

4. Learner and context characteristics have only been taken into account in a
limited way in test procedures thus far. Important characteristics may
include language, access to technology (devices, network), learning gaps
and learning patterns based on social and economic disparities.

5. Ethical and privacy issues are a major concern due to participation of
students and teachers, as is the intellectual property of researchers when
they are involved in experimentation.

6. Translating results of tests to practitioners is a difficult process due to a
lack of shared language between researchers/EdTech developers and
teachers, and due to the difficulty that test results are rapidly outdated
given fast changing technology.

7. Rewarding participation in testing by providing certification can be an
incentive for companies and schools. However, stakeholders also warn of
potential risks of unfair competition between companies (⇡Boot and
colleagues, 2022).
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7.7. Conflicting goals and roles of different stakeholders

Another common challenge is that stakeholders participate in EdTech Testbeds
with their own goals and agendas (see Appendix B). The differing motivations of
various stakeholders’ can be difficult to reconcile. For example, while some
researchers might prefer multi-year control group trials, EdTech entrepreneurs
want short pilots with clear and positive results! EdTech Testbeds can play an
important role in aligning different stakeholders by informing them of what to
expect and discussing each of their motivations. EdTech Testbeds need to convey
a clear Testbed vision and support all stakeholders to engage with this.

7.8. Lack of support after being involved in a Testbed

Often, start-up EdTech entrepreneurs participate in EdTech Testbeds. After being
involved in a Testbed, it is important to support early stage companies to build on
the experience.
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Chapter 8. Conclusion: Towards
more effective EdTech Testbeds

In this report, we attempted to determine a pathway towards systemic EdTech
Testbeds, bearing in mind the global perspective, with a particular focus on
effectiveness, efficacy, and learning outcomes. In the first part of the report, we
identified key components of EdTech Testbeds and presented commonly used
methodologies and methods (Chapter 3. Pre-conditions for effective EdTech
Testbeds, Chapter 4. Key components of EdTech Testbeds: the EdTech, the Test
and the Bed!, Chapter 5. Impact goals).

In the second part (Chapter 6. Lessons learned frommore system-wide EdTech
Testbeds), we summarised lessons learned from three particular system-wide
EdTech Testbeds (WISE, Swiss National EdTech Testbed Program, Swedish Edtest).
The third part (Chapter 7. Key challenges for EdTech Testbed design), we
conclude with key challenges for effective EdTech Testbed design as we work
towards a wider global offer of more system-wide EdTech Testbeds.

Given the relatively dispersed efforts in the area of EdTech Testbeds globally, there
are several areas where more cooperation could pay off quickly.

What evaluations of EdTech Testbed
methodologies have been carried out?
What improvements have beenmade?

8.1. Collaboration on evidence creation

As noted by many stakeholders, generating rigorous actionable evidence on
EdTech is critical to ensure learning outcomes and value for money, as well as
ensuring equity across different populations of learners, including those who are
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marginalised. A crucial initial question in this is what evaluations of EdTech
Testbed methodologies have been carried out. Further, based on the evaluation
of the methodologies, what (iterative) improvements have been made?

Evidence creation should be a pluralistic and inclusive process, recognising a
range of methods (see Chapter 12. / Appendix C. Commonly used EdTech Testbed
Methodologies and Methods).

8.2. Collaboration on EdTech Testbed design

Rigorous evidence can only be collected if there are opportunities for the
collection of that evidence. Therefore, we need to collaborate on EdTech Testbeds,
including their design and implementation methods, as well as their evaluation
(8.1. Collaboration on evidence creation). We might say that, on the basis of
rigorous evidence, we need to build an ‘implementation science’ for Testbeds:
Ranging from simple prompts to audit one specific EdTech Testbed approach and
perhaps identify missing aspects, to comprehensive frameworks.

Weneed to build an ‘implementation
science’ for EdTech Testbeds.

To build such an implementation science, several components are needed. It is
imperative to develop a shared understanding of EdTech Testbeds. Testbeds do
not need to follow identical principles, but we need to make Testbed designs
comparable, perhaps even interoperable. In other words, there have to be
mutually agreed comparable frameworks. Frameworks should be sufficiently
standardised so that evaluations become comparable. With such a systemic
understanding, evidence can be compared across approaches, enabling broader
benefits from Testbeds around the globe.

8.3. Development of a global EdTech Testbeds network

You, dear reader, might feel that those last two goals are perhaps rather obvious,
and that many such calls for collaboration have already been made. The issue at
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hand may indeed not be the awareness of those goals expressed in writing, but
rather how to meet those goals in practice.

Clearly, it would be beneficial for some kind of community or network to be
formed. Specifically, an inclusive community of EdTech Testbed practice and
practitioners might be able to achieve those goals. Together, such a community
might not only share knowledge, practice, resources, and opportunities but also
build relations with policymakers and funders. To form a viable network,
participants need to experience a net gain in return for their investment. The focus
of the EdTech Testbeds event in March 2023 will be to discuss the creation of such
a network, the Global EdTech Testbeds Network (GETN), and to determine the
desirable resources and conditions under which such a network can thrive.

Ultimately, such a network could help not only accelerate progress towards
sustainable models and approaches, but make a significant contribution to the
achievement of Sustainable Development Goal 4, to provide a quality education
for everyone.

The focus of the EdTech Testbeds event in
March 2023will be to discuss the creation of
such a network, the Global EdTech Testbeds
Network (GETN).
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Appendices

Appendix A. Our research
approach

We used two main strategies to get insights into current EdTech Testbed
initiatives: (1) we conducted a literature search, (2) an online survey was sent to
stakeholders in the field. In the next section, both strategies are explained in more
detail.

10.1. Literature search

A literature search was conducted in several scientific databases (Web of
Science, Google Scholar). Relevant keywords for this search were: “EdTech”,
“testbed”, “sandbox”, “educational technology”, “toolkit”, “evidence” etc. We also
contacted several key persons in the field via email to ask for relevant paper
contributions. If in scope, an online conversation was held to discuss the paper.
Specifically, we were interested in papers that described and/or evaluated
EdTech Testbed methodologies. Furthermore, we found relevant articles by
searching websites of existing EdTech Testbeds or sandboxes. Finally, based on
key papers in the field, we searched the literature backwards and forward.
Inclusion criteria applied were: (1) “journal papers”, organisation reports, blog
posts, book chapters, website pages; (2) relates to the process of developing a
Testbed AND/OR to an implementation of a Testbed AND/OR to recommendations
or learnings about the Testbed process; (3) published in the last 15 years; (4)
focused on K12 education, and (5) included a description of the “test” and/or
description of “bed”.

10.2. Stakeholder contributions to the survey

An online survey was sent to all stakeholders in the field. The topic of the survey
was about educational Testbeds that involve technology. In total, 20 responses
were collected frommembers/leads of EdTech Testbeds (6), EdTech incubator or
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accelerators (5), programme implementer (4), investors (3), researchers (1) and
policy makers (1). Participants were asked to describe how they were involved in
an EdTech Testbed and whether they could share reports of methods, processes
or models they used in their EdTech Testbed. Furthermore, we asked them what
they thought were the main challenges for the design, implementation and
evaluation of EdTech Testbeds. The contributions of the stakeholders were used
as input for this report.
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Appendix B. Motivating factors
for different stakeholders’
involvements in EdTech Testbeds

Stakeholder Motivating factors for their involvement

Teachers and
schools

■ To influence the education innovation
agenda and associated policy development

■ To participate in product design (having
access to (test) EdTech)

■ To learn through EdTech co-design and
collaboration opportunities within
professional communities

■ To improve their students’
(technology-enhanced) learning experience

Researchers ■ To gain recognition for their work through
better dissemination of existing EdTech
research evidence

■ To influence the education innovation
agenda and associated policy development

■ To ensure a high quality evidence base for
available EdTech

■ To lead on innovations for collaborative,
participatory and co-design research
methods.
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Stakeholder Motivating factors for their involvement

EdTech companies ■ To generate product credibility (able to test
products in real academic environments,
prove value of solution etc.)

■ To influence the education innovation
agenda and associated policy development

■ To collect feedback about product,
incorporate feedback in product design,
realise proof of concepts

■ To scale their product within and beyond
existing markets

National and
Regional
Governments

■ To grow the size of the EdTech sector to
generate national income, job creation and
widespread educational impacts.

■ To win elections!
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Appendix C. EdTech Testbed
Methodologies andMethods

Here, we give a deeper dive into the different methodologies and methods that
are used to support the evaluation of EdTech implementations (or tests).
Methodologies refer to

“the strategy, plan of action, process or design lying behind the choice and
use of particular methods and linking the choice and use of methods to
the desired outcomes” (⇡Crotty, 2020).

Methods refer to

“the techniques or procedures used to gather and analyse data related to
some research question or hypothesis” (⇡Crotty, 2020).

12.1. Methodology

Methodologies used in EdTech Testbeds tend to have two different roots, and in
some cases have beautifully converged. The first root is the field of education
research, and shares similarities with research methodologies from the social
sciences. These methodologies may also be found in anthropology, sociology, or
psychology. The primary focus of these approaches is to build evidence on
effectiveness, while contributing to the future development of the EdTech
intervention is secondary.

The second root is the tech innovation sector, where methodologies used share
similarities to entrepreneurial and innovation language. These methodologies
may overlap to ones used to develop mHealth, AgriTech or FinTech, and are more
often presented as toolkits, principles or processes rather than methodologies.
The primary focus on these approaches is to improve the design and
implementation, where contributing to global evidence is secondary.
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12.1.1. Methodologies from education research

This section details several methodologies used in education research.

Action research

Action Research is a process of systematic inquiry that is led hands-on by
practitioners themselves, rather than researchers (⇡McNiff, 2017). Practitioners
could be teachers, administrators or principles. Consequently, the research
questions posed are insider rather than outsider questions, e.g., “How do I improve
my teaching using digital tools in the classroom?” The process used is generally:
observe, reflect, act, evaluate, modify and move into new directions (ibid.).

Example:With technology changing faster than education research can keep up
with, ⇡Atherton (2019) report on an action research study that investigates the
realities of EdTech use among trainee teachers. The study used mixed methods to
triangulate between qualitative and quantitative data. In the midst of the big data
buzz, the research recommends that more EdTech research needs to focus on
teachers sharing ideas, for example, through autoethnographies.

Rapid Evaluation Cycles

Rapid Evaluation Cycles, also known as Rapid Cycle Evaluations (or “Test and
Learn” in ⇡Batty and colleagues, 2019), are rapid evaluations done to generate
quick, actionable evidence to make evidence-based decisions for developing
and optimising programs, products or strategies as well as to improving their
implementation (⇡American Institute for Research, 2018). A key feature of REC is
the iterative nature, where iterations are likely to happen within weeks or months
(rather than years; ibid.). The questions that might be asked relate to “what
works”, “for whom” and “under what conditions” (ibid.).

Example: The ⇡USA Department of Eduction (2022) created “Educational
Technology Rapid Cycle Evaluation’s to determine how effectively technology is
being used in classrooms.26 A “Coach” tool was developed to support district
officers, school leaders and educators to conduct rapid cycle evaluation. The aim
was to gather evidence to make informed decisions about EdTech acquisitions.

26 ⇡Educational Technology Rapid Cycle Evaluations: https://tech.ed.gov/rce/
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Design-based research (DBR)

Originating in learning science, DBR aims to address the challenges of design
innovation in complex environments, while bridging the gap between research
and practice (⇡Crowley, 2016). The methodological approach involves researchers
investigating solutions to education problems through designing and iteratively
testing them in real-world settings (predominantly classroom settings; ⇡Fishman
and colleagues, 2019). Contrasting traditional education research that tends be to
be disjoint from the real world, DBR forefront the role of context and researchers
are agents rather than observers (⇡Armstrong and colleagues, 2020). The
outcomes of DBR are to develop designs, practices, or processes that work
effectively to achieve their goals and to contribute to literature on learning.

Example: ⇡Siko & Barbour (2016) (as cited in ⇡Armstrong and colleagues, 2020) use
a three-cycle DBR process to build on initial literature that indicated that
homemade PowerPoint games showed no improvement to test scores, despite it
being grounded in proven pedagogical strategies. In each cycle, they adapted
based on recommendations. At the end of the study, students who engaged in
the creation of PowerPoint games performed statistically higher than those that
did not.

Design-based Implementation Research

DBIR builds upon DBR, bringing more complexity through organisations and
systems. It works similarly to the iterative cycles of DBR, but moves beyond the
classroom setting to look at education reforms across contexts (⇡Ubaidullah,
2016). A key feature of DBIR is researchers, implementers (e.g., government) and
practitioners (e.g., teachers) working together in equal status to address the
challenges of effective implementation (⇡Crowley, 2016). Additionally, DBIR goes
further than understanding and improving an intervention in particular, it
abstracts this to theorise how to better design an implementation process that
considers the complexity of the content (⇡Fishman and colleagues, 2019).

Example: DBIR was used in the “Tich me ar Tich dem” (Krio for “teach me to teach
them”) research in Sierra Leone. Working with the Ministry of Basic and Senior
Secondary Education (MBSSE) and the Teaching Service Commission (TSC) the
project team sought to identify the most effective way to deliver low-cost,
scalable in-service TPD (⇡Walker and colleagues, 2022). The research was done
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collaboratively with school-based facilitators (peer-facilitators), school leaders
and teachers to identify needs, barriers, and opportunities through a process of
iterative, grounded inquiry (⇡Lurvink and colleagues, 2022). The study had 3
iterative cycles (starting with two schools, then four, and finally 10 schools) where
data was collected, analysed and used to optimise both the programme
implementation and the research instruments (⇡Lurvink and colleagues, 2022).

Outcome harvesting

Outcome harvesting is a highly participatory evaluation process that is used to
evaluate identify, formulate, verify, analyse and interpret outcomes of an
intervention (⇡Wilson-Grau, 2018). It is particularly useful where cause and effects
are not easily measurable or weren’t predetermined at the start of the
intervention. Thus, it uses a backwards approach through collecting evidence on
changes that have taken place and how the intervention contributed to these
changes. Outcome harvesting has 6 loose steps or guiding principles: 1) design
the harvest, 2) review documentation and draft outcomes, 3) engage with
informants, 4) substantiate, 5) analyse and interpret, and 6) support use of
findings.

Example: Outcome Harvesting was used in an initial self-assessment of the
impact that EdTech Hub’s technical assistance had on the design of the One
Tablet Per School programme (Sierra Leone’s Ministry of Basic and Senior
Secondary Education; ⇡McBurnie, 2021). The assessment took two sequential steps
(document review and stakeholder analysis) to assess if there were changes to
approach and whether these changes contributed to the larger goal of
expanding data use.

Sequential Multiple Assignment Randomised Trials (SMARTs)

SMART are used adaptive interventions that want to compare the relative
effectiveness of different intervention options. Adaptive interventions in this model
refers to an intervention that uses sequenced decision-making rules to provide
tailored changes to the intervention based on participant responses (⇡American
Institute for Research, 2018). An example of this is personalised learning software.
The process involves randomly assigning participants to different treatment
groups, and based on responses, further allocating them to modified treatments.
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The SMART design allows for questions around sequencing and dosage of
activities in real-world contexts to be explored, based on different participants
needs (⇡Kim and colleagues, 2019).

Example: SMART was used in a study to develop an adaptive literacy intervention
composing of personalised print texts and digital activities on a mobile
application (⇡Kim and colleagues, 2019). The study consisted of two stages. In the
first stage, students were randomly assigned to two groups with different text and
app activities. Based on responses, the second stage augmented and intensified
the intervention in different ways. The study concluded that adaptive findings
needed would not have been possible in a standard RCT with fixed treatment,
however RCTs would be more useful down the line to evaluate intervention
effectiveness.

Systemic Mixed-Methods Research

Systemic mixed-methods research combines the need for formative, fast
feedback loops and larger-scale, longer-term rigour. It combines

“quantitative and qualitative approaches to appreciate both the scale of
effects and understand the reasons behind observed phenomena”
(⇡Haßler and colleagues, 2021).

This approach was designed specifically with EdTech in mind, as technology is
fast changing. The sequential approach begins with an evidence review, followed
by more qualitative, agile methods in the first phase (typically, DBIR); this is
following with a traditional mixed methods approach, including quantitative
(quasi-)experimental design (RCT / QED) to assess outcomes (e.g., learning
outcomes for education system effectiveness). Qualitative aspects of the second
phase incorporates further qualitative research (interviews, focus groups,
observation, artefact analysis, etc) to ensure the process details are also
captured to explain the “how” and “why” of outcomes.

Example: The EdTech Hub, Aga Khan University and Tanzania institute of Education
are using systemic mixed-methods research to research effective and
cost-effective sustainable, technology-supported, decentralised, and
school-based Teacher Continuous Professional Development (TCPD) models to
improve learning outcomes in rural primary schools in Tanzania (⇡EdTech Hub,
2022). The study employs DBIR in the first phase, with two iterative cycles (4
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schools and then 8 schools; ⇡Koomar and colleagues, 2022). The second phase
aims to assess what value technology adds through comparing the same
school-based TCPD model with and without mediation by tech provided at school
level and against business-as-usual, including measuring cost-effectiveness.

Implementation Science

Recently, the notion of Implementation Science in education has gained ground.
Originating in the field of health (⇡Albers and colleagues, 2020), Implementation
Science

“... has been defined as the scientific study of methods to promote the
systemic uptake of research findings and evidence-based practices into
professional practice and public policy” (⇡Eccles and colleagues, 2009).

The notion of Implementation Science is rooted in the experience that research
findings do not automatically turn into practice, but also by the experience that
certain established research approaches can miss implementation details (see,
for example, ⇡Kerwin & Thornton, 2020). While recognition of use of
Implementation Science in education go back at least a decade (see, for
example, ⇡Forman and colleagues, 2013), there has been renewed interest,
particularly for low- and middle-income countries (⇡Building Evidence in
Education, 2023).

12.1.2. Methodologies from tech innovation

This section reviews processes, standards, frameworks, toolkits, and principles
that have been developed in entrepreneurial and innovation spaces. Since such
processes tend to be used for internal EdTech design and evaluation, there is less
emphasis placed on publishing or making reports publicly available. This section
is thus lighter on well-documented case studies that explicitly state an approach
used and identifies a gap in sharing evidence generated from innovation spaces.

EdTech Tulna

Designed for the Indian context but generalisable far beyond, EdTech Tulna sets
out research-based standards to develop and benchmark the design of EdTech
products. The aim of the standards are to enable high-quality EdTech design that
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meets demand, given the countless number of EdTechs on the market (⇡EdTech
Tulna, 2021). The main beneficiaries of the Tulna standards are EdTech product
developers, decision makers (e.g., a government official or institution), local
community users (e.g., an NGO or group of teachers) and private end users (e.g.,
the student)The standards fall into three broad categories: Content quality,
pedagogical alignment, and technology and design. EdTech Tulna also has an
evaluation centre where product evaluations can be viewed and compared.

Website: https://edtechtulna.org/

Design thinking for Educators Toolkit

The Design Thinking for Educators Toolkit is a tool for educators to work together
to create equitable change in schools (⇡IDEO, 2013).27 The toolkit supports a
community-led, equity-centred, and design-driven process. Design thinking is
defined as a mindset that is human-centred, collaborative, optimistic and
experimental and can be used to address challenges that

■ centre around the design and development of learning experiences
(curriculum),

■ learning environments (spaces),

■ school programs and experiences (processes and tools), and

■ system strategies, goals, and policies (systems).

A follow-up Co-Designing Schools ToolKit is also available to build the capacity of
school communities.

Website: https://www.ideo.com/post/design-thinking-for-educators and
https://www.codesigningschools.com/

Human-centred Design Toolkit

HCD is a creative, practical and repeatable approach to problem-solving and
arriving at innovative solutions (⇡IDEO, 2015). Empathy is at the core of the design.

The guide provides a step-by-step approach to solving complex problems in

27 An Arabic/English version of the Design Thinking for Educators Toolkit is available
(⇡Schurr, 2020a; ⇡Schurr, 2020b; blogpost: ⇡Khalayleh, 2020).
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the social sector. It has three phases: Inspiration, Ideation and
Implementation.

Website: https://www.designkit.org/methods

Problem Driven Iterative Adaptation (PDIA)

Developed in the context of building state capacity, PDIA is a Do-It-Yourself
step-by-step approach which helps you break down your problems into its root
causes, identify entry points, search for possible solutions, take action, reflect
upon what you have learned, adapt and then act again.” (⇡Samji and colleagues,
2018). The approach is based on four principles: local solution for local problems,
pushing problem-driven positive deviance (i.e., encouraging experimentation),
promoting active experiential and experimental learning (try, learn, iterate,
adapt), and scale through diffusion. The PDIA approach follows 6 steps: 1) Initial
problem analysis, 2) Identify action steps, 3) take action, 4) check-in, 5) sustain
authority and legitimacy, and 6) adapt and iterate.

Website:
https://buildingstatecapability.com/2018/10/25/introducing-the-pdia-toolkit/

National Digital Education Architecture

Developed by the Ministry of Education in India, NDEAR is a holistic digital
infrastructure for the education ecosystem. The technological framework outlines
36 interoperable building blocks across 12 categories:

1. open Standards & NDEAR Portal,

2. federated identities (i.e., students, teachers, and education institutions),

3. reference data,

4. infrastructure,

5. technology (i.e., software services),

6. governance,

7. administration,

8. content,
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9. learning,

10. reference applications/ solutions,

11. open data and analytics, and

12. ecosystem sandbox.

The aim is for ecosystem players from both the public and private sectors to
plug-in, use, or build on NDEAR to develop relevant platforms, solutions, and
programmes for students, teachers, parents, administrators, and the community.
The standards assist in evaluating learning environments. Such an infrastructure
addresses many of the EdTech challenges faced by other countries in terms of
scaling and aligning to the national education system. An example of a platform
built on NDEAR is Diksha, the national infrastructure platform for school education
in India, used widely across the country in more than 35 languages.

Website: https://www.ndear.gov.in/index.html

Principles for Digital Development

The Principles for Digital Development area set of nine living guidelines targeted
at integrating best practices into technology-enabled programs. They provide
guidance at different product life cycle phases, as well as resources and online
courses. The nine principles (⇡Principles for Digital Development, 2022) are

1. design with the user,

2. understand the existing ecosystem,

3. design for scale,

4. build for sustainability,

5. be data-driven,

6. use open standards, open data, open source, and open innovation,

7. reuse and improve,

8. address privacy and security,

9. be collaborative.
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Website: https://digitalprinciples.org/principles/

The Sandbox Model

EdTech Hub’s sandbox model creates a Testbed to test and iterate interventions in
uncertain conditions. It combines research and design methods to support
implementers to evaluate their offerings quickly and iteratively. It builds on
previous models such as backcasting (⇡Robinson, 1990), lean start-up (⇡Chang,
2018), user-centred design, agile methodology (⇡Kaiser, no date), and behavioural
innovation (⇡Simpson, 2019; as cited in ⇡Boujikian and colleagues, 2022). While
flexible, the guiding steps of the sandbox are

1. articulate the desired impact of the intervention and surface critical
assumptions,

2. design lean experiments to test the assumptions,

3. reflect, learn, and iterate at regular intervals.

Website: https://edtechhub.org/sandboxes/

Theories of Change and Logic Models.

They help generate a simple “theory” for how the EdTech is going to achieve its
desired impacts, and help to define and make visible the metrics on which any
research evaluation would be based.

12.2. Methods

12.2.1. Methods for brainstorming and information gathering

A small selection of methods for brainstorming is selected from design thinking
IDEO’s toolkits.

■ Mindset mapping28 – A process to surface the diverse mindsets,
perspectives, and approaches.

28 https://www.codesigningschools.com/toolkit-phase-one
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■ Photo journaling29 – A Photo journal is a straightforward and very visual way
to get a glimpse into how a person lives his or her life and also helps
empower individuals to tell their own stories.

■ The Five Why's approach30 – The Five Whys is a fantastic method to use to
get to the core of a person’s beliefs and motivations.

■ Draw it31 – Drawing can also help the person you’re designing for organising
her thoughts visually and generally spur ideas and conversation in a
different way than talking.

■ Resource flow32 – By organising and visualising how a person or family
spends money, you’ll see how it comes in, goes out, and opportunities for
more efficiency in the system.

■ Journey mapping33 – A Journey Map allows you to identify and strategize
for key moments in the product, experience, or service you’re designing.

■ Top 534 – This exercise gives you a break from the deep thinking and simply
asks, what are the top five ideas or themes sticking out to you right now.
Not only can answering this question as a team help you strategize, but it
can also help uncover themes, isolate key ideas, and reveal opportunities
for design.

■ Storyboarding35 – A quick, low-resolution prototype to help you visualise
your concept from start to finish.

■ Role play36 – A Role Play is a type of prototype that is not only pretty easy to
build, but can also help you get an idea, experience, or product in front of
the people you’re designing for quickly;

36 https://www.designkit.org/methods/role-play

35 https://www.designkit.org/methods/storyboard

34 https://www.designkit.org/methods/top-five

33 https://www.designkit.org/methods/journey-map

32 https://www.designkit.org/methods/resource-flow

31 https://www.designkit.org/methods/draw-it

30 https://www.designkit.org/methods/the-five-whys

29 https://www.designkit.org/methods/photojournal
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■ Theory of change/Logic Modelling37 – Articulate and interrogate your
assumptions about how your solution will create positive change. Logic
models have been used as tools to support EdTech developers to make
their design decisions more explicit to inform future EdTech Testbed
research methods (⇡Weatherby and colleagues, 2022).

12.2.2. Methods for design, monitoring, and evaluation

⇡Batty and colleagues, 2019 put forward the following methods for co-design and
participation: participatory design; design ethnography; joint requirements
gathering; storyboarding, Iterative prototyping; and contextual design.

Other methods from qualitative feedback, monitoring, and evaluation include
focus group discussions, unstructured, semi-structured Interviews, open-end
questionnaires, field notes, observations, and document analysis (⇡Cohen and
colleagues, 2017, ⇡Crotty, 2020).

Some quantitative evaluation methods include A-B testing, pre-post evaluations,
end of course surveys, short-duration experiments, factorial designs, rubrics,
rating scales, checklists, and surveys (⇡Cohen and colleagues, 2017).

Lastly, methods involving large education data sets and learning analytics
include usage stats (e.g. data on numbers of participants, geographical location)
(⇡Eriksson and colleagues, 2018), emotional metrics (⇡Rodriguez-Segura, 2020)
and progress and achievement metrics (e.g., student learning outcomes, course
completion, course fail, course grade, persistence, and retention) (⇡Hollands &
Escueta, 2017).

12.3. Learning more about generating evidence
Open Development & Education curates publications in our evidence library,
available at https://docs.opendeved.net. The library also contains numerous
publications and reports regarding research methods, innovation methods, and
evaluation.

37 https://www.designkit.org/methods/explore-your-theory-of-change
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Figure 12.1. Screenshot from https://docs.opendeved.net showing resources for
implementation science.
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Appendix D. Describing EdTech
Testbeds – Some framing
questions

This appendix provides framing questions to describe EdTech Testbeds.

13.1. What preconditions do the EdTech Testbed satisfy?

This section provides key questions regarding preconditions.

■ Is a sustainable funding model in place? If so, what is the funding model?

■ Do the local, regional or national education & economic policies support
the EdTech Testbed to thrive? If so, which policies, and in what ways?

■ Are the local preschool and school environments supportive to the work of
the EdTech Testbed? If so, in what ways?

■ Are key stakeholders involved and motivated within the EdTech Testbed? If
so, which stakeholders and in what ways?

■ Does the EdTech Testbed have access to relevant educational and
technological expertise to support its work? If so, what expertise is accessed
and in what ways?

■ Does the Edtech Testbed access existing evidence to support its work? If so,
what sources are accessed, and how are they used?

13.2. Which key components describe the work of the
EdTech Testbed?

This section describes the key components that describe the work on ‘EdTech
Testbed’, organised by “EdTech”, “test”, and “bed”.
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13.2.1. EdTech

The following key components and key questions relate to the term “EdTech”.

■ How is the intended educational purpose for the EdTech to be tested made
clear to all?

■ How is the type of technology described in ways that can be understood by
all?

■ How is the intended target group for the EdTech (the beneficiaries) made
clear to all?

■ How is the intended educational content of the EdTech made clear to all?

■ How is the intended pedagogy for the EdTech made clear to all?

■ How is the stage of innovation of the EdTech established, and how is this
communicated?

■ What are the selection criteria for the EdTech to be tested, and how are
they communicated?

13.2.2. Test

The following key components and key questions relate to the term “test”.

■ What is the purpose of the Test? (i.e. What is being tested, and why), and
how is this purpose communicated to all (or not)?

■ What methodology and methods are used, and how are these
communicated?

■ How are the timeline and frequency for the testing made clear to all?

■ What procedures are in place, and how are these communicated?

■ Who provides the leadership for the Test, and what does this role involve?

■ Is there a clear plan for the reporting of the Test findings to key stakeholder
audiences using appropriate media?
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13.2.3. Bed

The following key components and key questions relate to the term “bed”.

■ Are details about the context for the test captured in ways that are both
ethical and sensitive to the setting?

■ Are details about the Testers captured in ways that enable relevant
educational, socio-economic, physical and cultural differences to be
considered, and comply with ethical procedures?

■ Are details about the learning spaces captured?

■ Is the scale of the test being captured, to include the numbers of schools,
teachers, and learners involved?
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